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This evening's bulland holding bill is becoming increas- letin issued 'over the, signatures of
ingly serious. A mass meeting today the Pope's physicians reads: "Today
composed for the most part of irre- also passed without fever. The temsponsible people demanded the most perature of the pontiff is 99.1. The
extreme measures of retaliation by amelioration continues."
SIGNS PAPERS.
Japan. During the gathering the sing- "
Cardinal Merry del Val, the papal
ing of war songs aroused the feelings
visited the pope
0i many of the lower classes who secretary of state,
last night, and having first obtained
were present.
permission from the doctors, submitAnonymous writers in the 'newspafor his signature several decrees
ted
for
the
of
plans
pers give an outline
seizure of the Philippines and Hawaii on important questions of an urgent
ar.d at the same time denounce the character. Pope Pius signed them,
writing was firm and
Japanese government's submissive at- and his hand
from his
titude. It is said the changed condi- clear and showed no change
tions in Japan make it impossible for writing before his illness.
Dr. Amici visited the patient twice
the government to restrain the newsduring the night and administered
papers and the lower classes.
chloral
On the other hand government cir- remedies for the cough, and
which the poncles are showing a friendly spirit. for restlessness, after
to sleep.
Hamilton Wright Mabie of New York, tiff went tranquilly
a. m.) A
IS.
(11:50
secreApril
Rome,
R.
and
Mott,
John
Dr. Peabody
becirculation
shortly
of
gained
report
committee
tary of the international
condition
s
pope
the
that
noon
fore
the Young Men's Christian associasudden turn for the
tion, were the guests today at a lunch- had taken a very
eon given by Baron NoboskI Makino, worse. At the hour of this dispatch,
the foreign minister, at which some it is impossible to verify the report.
of the most prominent Japanese and SECRETARY RECEIVES PILGRIMS.
Rome, April IS. Cardinal Merry del
Americans were present. A very corVal today received in the name of the
dial feeling prevailed.
Italian
Shortly after the luncheon Messrs. I ope about 2,000 Polish andof seven
Mabie, Peabody and Mott and a num- pilgrims under the leadership
ber of representative Japanese Chris hiahoDS. The cardinal assured them
tians and Americans met at the resi- that the pope was progressing well
Okuma, and the symptoms of bronchial afdence of Count Shigonohu
former premier and minister of for- fection were decreasing while the
was returning.
eign affairs. Count Okuma delivered strength of the pontiff
a speoch during which he said the
diplomacy of the courts and commerDISCOUERY
cial men were helpless and that only LATEST
remained.
the influence of Christianity
AT CHICAGO IS A
Otherwise, he declared, war was pendCRAFT

perlative.
Dispatches were sent by the meet-JiWilson and others,
to,
implorii.g them to use all their in
fluence on Christians and thoughtful
g

people to avoid a calamity.
At the great mass meeting of protest held here last night there was an
outburst. Deputy
urged the dispatch of a Japanese fleet to California as a first step
toward establishing Japan on an absolute equal footing in the United
n

States.

Miyake, an editor of the Japan
Times, deprecated the constant visits
here of American peace apostles,
"when their own country is in urgent
need of the principles of justice and

humanity."
Other fiery orators insisted that the
questions between Japan and America
had better bo settled now once for
all. Otherwise their constant recurrence would lead at least to the arbitrament of war.
Twenty thousand people listened to
the remarks of the firebrands, who apparently are engineering a campaign
to mould public opinion in Japan.
Sacramento, Calif., April IS Another telegram from Tokio protesting
against the enactment of an
land law by the California legislature
today was received today by the senate anti resulted in a bitter debate between Senator John B. Sanford, Democrat, and Senator N. W. Thompson,
with
administration and
Senator- Birdsall of the revised land
-'

anti-alie-

bill.

The message, which was addressed
to Lieutenant Governor Wallace, was
as follows:
"Methodist missionaries urge defeat
Situation
legislation,
serious.
"HARRIS."
(Signed)
Senator Thompson moved 'hat the
message be printed in the journal.
Senator Sanford protested.
"I move that tjiis senate send a
message to Mr. Harris telling him to
attend to his own business. California
can attend to her's without advice
from Japan or elsewhere," he said.
Senator Thompson replied: "There
is but one man on this floor who wouid
demean hime1f by making sum n motion," he cried.
Sanford then explained that he was
"tired of such messages" adding that
if this was to be printed in the journal,
lie had 400 or 500 letters and te.egraui3
taking the opposite view of tb3 situation that he wanted printed aUo. He
(Continued

on page five).

Chicago, April 18. "Doctors' graft,"
a system of fee splitting based on the
barter in babies, was disclosed today
to the legislatiso committer which i3
investigating charity and maternity
lomes which care for children.
It was testified that in many cases
the physician recommending a mater-n'lhome to prospective patients reof the'
ceives as much as
money paid to the institution. The
committee also was given evidence
tending to bIiow Chicago is a clearfor
throughout
house
foundlings
ii;g
the middle west.
Dr. F. W. Briney, bead of a
and superintendent of a Sunday school, startled the legislators
with an assertion that the demand for
'
orphan babies" was three times as
treat, as the supply.
"We can't furnish all the babies we
are asked for," he said. "We have a
yearly contract for advertising in two
Chicago papers in which we offer babies for adoption, but the real purpose
of these advertisements Is to solicit
the patronage of expectant mothers."
that Dr.
The committee learned
Briney contracted with unmarried patients, so that after giving' birth to
children
they were hired out as
nurses. Their own children, however
were reared on artificial food.
"We make contracts with the girl
mothers before their babies are born,
to this effect," said the witness.
Dr. Charles S. Wood, head of another maternity institution, submitted
in evidence a contract which friendless mothers sign, by which they release all rights to their children, and
declare they have "abandoned them
forever." "Signatures to this document are
to agreement,"
he said.
y
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THIS DENTIST'S
PATIENTS PROUED
TO BE ROBBERS
New York, April 18. Bound and
gagged in his own operating chair,
Benjamin Frieman, a dentist, today
watched three men rifle his office and
depart with gold and platinum worth
The robbers gained entrance
$4,000.
to Frieman's office as patients.
MAKES EXHAUSTIVE ANALYSIS.
19. Attorney
Quincy, 111., April
Emery Lancaster, for the defense, who
began his argument yesterday afternoon in the Pfanschmidt case, continued this afternoon. He is making
an exhaustive analysis of the testimony in order to establish the innocence of young Pfanschmidt.

BALKAN ALLIES PREPARE
TO FIGHT FOR SPOILS
central news
London, April
dispatch from Saloniki says the seventh division of the Bulgarian army
has received orders to march against
Monastir, now held by the Servian
-- 18.--A

be concentrating three division of Servian troops at Veles, southeast of
Uskup, against the threatened Bulgarian attempts to dispossess
them of
territory captured during the war. rThe Greeks in the same way are

'
taking measures tor the retention of
troops.
,
.
The Servian commander is said to SalonikL
.

HEAR THE DIN

AS FAIR SEX DISCUSS

PROPOSED

LEGISLATION.

AND ALASKA

Washington, D. C, April
ers of the suffragists and

Washington, D. C, April IS.
Mrs. William Cummins Storey of
New York, head of the conserva- X tive
faction, late today was
elected president, general of tho
society of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, defeating
Mrs. John Miller Horton of But-J
falo, the administration canditdate, on the the third ballot. The
vote stood Mrs. Storey, 000; Mrs.
S Horton, il.

18.

Lead-

movement made plans today for
the campaign they expect to conduct
before the senate committee on woman suffrage.
The committee will hold Its first
meeting tomorrow and listen to tho
arguments of the "antis" marshalled
by Mrs. Arthur Dodge of New York,
president of their association.
Monday the suffragists will have a
two hour hearing. Dr. Anna Howard
Shaw, Dr. Cora Smith King of the
council of women voters,
national
18.
At
the
D.
Washington,
C, April
nneninsr of toiiav's session of the D. and Miss Alice Paul of the National
will
Woman's Suffrage association,
A. R. Mrs. Bryan announced her withdrawal from the race for the presi- head tho delegates of "pros."
The committee has agreed to listen
dent generalship. This left Mrs. Storfrom ten
to ten minute speeches
canas
the
Horton
Mrs.
and
only
ey
didates for the place and voting on suffragists orators, one from each
state where women vote and one
the third ballot began.
The third ballot began immediately from Alaska.
after the announcement by Mrs. Bryan, whose name was taken from the DYING. HE USED
voting machines.
EXPLAIN
SLANG
On the adoption of a report on tho
welfare of women and children, the
SUICIDE
HIS
congress went on record against
objectionable dances, turkey
Chicago, 111., April IS Formal introt, bunny hug and others, and endorsed the appointment of women ex- vestigation by the coroner's jury of
forclusively in institutions for women the death of John E. W. Waymau,
mer state's attorney, was scheduled to
and children.
be held late today. Mr. Wayman sucwounds tocumbed to
MURDER CHARGE
day, nine hours after he had discharged into his body two bullets from an
AGAINST WIDOW
automatic pistol, given into his keepAND HER FRIEND ing by Charles Lund, whom he was to
MOST OF THE 15 DAILY NEWSPAPERS
defend on charges of killing Edward
UNABLE
OF BRUSSELS WILL BE
Chicago, 111., April 18 On the blot Paul, a labor leader, on April 11.
Wayman was conscious most of the
ter of the Sheffield avenue branch of
LACK
OF
FOR
TO
CONTINUE
time
after the shooting and expressed
the municipal court today appeared
for his act.
the names of Mrs. Augusta Dietz and regi'et
WORKMEN.
must have had sand in my gear
George Numbers for arraignment in box when 1 did this," he told friend
connection with the murder ot Mrs.
to see him for &
strike of Dlctz's husband. Geo, Dietz a fashion- who were permitted
Brussells, April
"
all the union printers here tomorrow able ladies' tailor. On the charge few minutes.
will bring home to residents of the book of the police station, their names
Belgian capital the effects of the greit were written in red ink, which is the
national strike far more forcibly than practice when the charge is murder.
tlije crippling
,of industry in other
At the coroner's inquest yesterday
parts of (he country has done. Most it was testified that Nurnberg, a harof the fifteen daily papers here will
ness maker, and Mrs. Dietz had enMemphis, Tenn,, April 18. MemA few papers
be unable to publish.
in a liason for some months, bers of the Martin family continued
gaged
will appear in reduced form.
niei wan awara of this, as was the
today to express belief that Joseph
Today's estimates of the number hnrnpRRnim-ker'wife, who had had W. Martin, the missing Memphis cotof strikers makes the total beweeii
her husband watched by detectives ton manufacturer, has been foully
350,000 and 375,000.
who, among other things, had tapped dealt witli in London. It was stated
telephone wires and listened to alleg- that no word of the missing man's
ANTI-TRUS- T
between Nurnberg whereabouts had been received.
ed conversations
and Mrs. Dietz. Two months ago Mrs.
"It is probable that the news from
LEGISLATION
Dietz consulted a lawyer about obtain- this country referred to by the AmeriFOR DECEMBER ing a divorce, but was dissuaded.to can detective had to do with the financial condition of our company," said
Nurnberg and Mrs. Dietz, according
testimony, spent part of the day pre Fontaine Martin. "We shall continue
Washington, D. C, April 18. Antibrother, but I firmtrust legislation will not be brought to ceding the murder at Highland park the search for my met
his death."
ly believe he has
ot together.
the senate in the special
The testimony showed further that
to
of
members
congress, according
Ion
the murder Mrs. Dietz
the senate interstate commerce com- .,:. the night of l.o.
liori , ua" ehp ia RJlid
IIC1
U1U
which Dietz was killed was purchased.
Ul.UJ,Y
mission which had its first meeting
.
.
nU .....
II
io
tne
nave
to
torn
ponce; uiui one IS
The official said it apparently came
today. The committee propjocs r to
she gave tho alarm from a second hand store as it was
when
dressed
fully
at
to
be
praised
prepare legislation
to the police, and vore her wig and somewhat rusty. The manufacturers
the regular section in December.
which she was never known cf the implement have been unable to
corsets,
Senator Newlands, chairman of the
so early in the morning, trace it beyond their establishment.
Committee, will urge first the crea- to do before
arived they
Coroner Hoffman received a letter
tion of an interstate trade commis- and that when the officers
the door,
today which he said was startlingly
sion to take over the enforcement of found the milk bottle outside
although Mrs. Dietz is said to have similar in spelling to the illiterate
laws affecting corporations.
the stencilled missive which the murderer
told the police that she found
in
o' Lietz left. The writer said he commitbody of her husband after bringing
tho bottle.
SNAKE POISON
ted the crime and expressed soorn for
Chicago, 111., April 18. Mrs. Augus the police. The note was scrawled on
TOOK 7 YEARS
ta rilplz. widow of Georee Dietz.
the letter head of a hotel in a city
TO RILL HIM tailor, who was beaten to death with a about 450 miles from Chicago slid telehammer at his home in Aldine avenue
grams were sent to the authorities'
lest Monday and George Nurnberg, there asking "them to locate the writer.
Germany,
April 18.
Hamburg,
were
Slow working snake venom was the owner of a harness shop, today
The name of the city and the exacJ
cause of the death of Karl Hagenbeck formally booked on charges of murder. contents of the letter were not revealthe animal collector on April 14, acThe complaints charge Mrs. Dietz ed.
18. When
111.,
cording to the physician who attend- and Nurnberg with murdering the woApril
Chicago,
ed him. He was bitten seven years man's husband by assaulting him with Nurnberg and Mrs. Dietz applied for
ago and the venom eventually affect- a hammer. It was planned to fix the release on bail this afternoon Judge
ed his liver.
bail ot the prisoners this afternoon. Goodnow ignored the recommendation
Tlip nrpliminnrv hpnrine nrobablV will of the coroner and fixed the amount
be continued until after the coroner's j at $10,000 for each instead of the
PASCUAL OROZCO "NO. 3"
The bonds were
NOW BOBS UP. Inquest which is to be resumed April $5,000 expected.
signed and the accused persons left
Los Angeles, Calif., April 18 Pub- 21- Coroner Hoffman today offered a re- the court room without police escort
lication of the fact that a warrant had
which which has accompanied them since
been issued for the arrest of "Pas-cua- l ward of $50 for Information
Orozco III" for passing a worth- would show whore the hammer with Monday evening.
less check for $10 on a railroad company, caused Mexican residents of
this city to make inquiries today regarding the young man who came
here two weeks ago, and announced
that he was a close relative of the
So far as
Mexican rebel commander.
they could, learn there is no Pascual
Laredo, Texas, April 18. All re- Nuevo Laredo, retaining only his reguIs not
Orozeo III. The young Mexican so
crews from this section of the lars, whose numerical strength
pair
far has evaded arrest.
known. It is also reported
definitely
hurwere
Mexican National railway
but not confirmed that there have
ried into Laredo today upon the ap- been desertions from Aubert's ranks.
Romero had resigned by telegraph.
Nogales, Ariz., April 18. Persons
pearance of a .large band of constituFormerly the office was stationed at tionalists about forty miles south of arriving here today from Cananea reAlbuquerque, but. since statehood, it the border. Another bafcd of state ported that riots are imminent there.'
was moved up to Santa Fe and is on troops, said to number 700 was re- Manager J. S. Douglas of the Copper
the second floor of the federal build- ported atvJLampaisos,
three miles company is considered in grave dansouth. There is an unconfirmed re- ger on account of his recent lowering
ing.
WILL THERE BE OTHERS?
port that the federal commander, of the miners' wages. Douglas was
Now that the Democratic adminis- "General Trucy Aubert, Is trapped be- seen late yesterday at Cananea, and it
was not made known whether he was
tween these two forces.
tration has appointed Francisco
a Democrat, to the office of regAubert left Nuevo Laredo Wednes- held a virtual prisoner. The striking
Republican, day on a southward march and is sup- miners form the larger proportion of
ister, held by a
and that the U. S. marshal's resigna- posed today to be near Cameron, the state troops, recruited before the
tion has been asked for and received, Mexico, forty miles south of the bor- battle at Naco after an almost comthe question asked around Santa Fe der. He has ordered part of his plete shutdown of the plants at Canaforces, comprising volunteers, back to nea.
is: "Who is next?"
f
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HULL

ACTS

AS WHITEOAKS ATTORNEY PROMINENTLY

CLASS OF INCOME
PREPARING

AMENDMENTS.

Washington, D. C April 18. With
Democratic members of the house in
the role of students today, Represenconverted
tative Hull of Tennessee,
the tariff caucus into a class in income
tax alone. After the caucus had dispersed of amendments to a few Items
on the free list, passed over from yesSeveral members sought to
terday.
have a small duty levied on raw rubber, raw silk and tungsten ore.
Representative Hull wrote the income tax section of the Democratic
bill in which widespread interest has
been aroused, members of congress
particularly evincing a desire for information as to the effect of the proposed tax before trying to criticize
its provisions.
The Tennessee member who has
made a study of the income tax probhis
lem for many years, elucidated
plan in a lengthy address to his colleagues.
While the Democrats were in session, the house Republicans went into
caucus to settle whether they should
offer a tariff program of their own or
follow the plan of Representative
Moore and Forney to merely "point
out the defects in the Democratic bill"
Republican members of the ways and
means committee had voted four to
two to direct the Republican caucus
to prepare amendments to the Democratic bill.
The first vote of the day in the
Democratic caucus before the income
tax was taken up with a motion of
Representative Philan of Massachusetts to take boots and shoes from the
free list and make them dutiable at
This deten per cent ad valorem.
feated, he offered au amendment for
five per cent which also was lost by
an overwhelming vote,
The caucus rejected an amendment
proposed by Representative Hardwick
of Georgia to take crude rubber off
the free list and to tax it at 10 per
cent.
Representative Borland of Missouri
at
followed with an unsuccessful
tempt to put manufactured rubber on
the free list.
Grand Forks, N. Dak., April 18.
Opposition to the Democratic tariff
bill as it affects wheat and its prod-- ucts was voiced today by millers of
western Minnesota and North Dakota at the annual meeting here of the
spring wheat league. The millers ask
for a ten per cent duty on wheat and
a ten per cent ad valorem on wheat
products.
The league will' make its fight
through Minnesota and North Dakota
representatives In congress.
Washington, D. C, April 18 Chairman Simmons of the sonato- finance
committee returned to Washington today and has called amther meetim!
tomorrow of the Democrat!:; members
of the committee for further study
of the tariff bill. No htarir.pt will
be granted, according to the present
although
I'lans of the Democrais,
many delegations and rsp escntntiveit
of industries and labor organizations
have requested an opportunity to appear. .
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RESIGNATION

STRIKE

WILL SILENCE

LEADERS ARE
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DOCTORS'

ing.
Mr. Mott agreed in replying that the
Influence of Christianity was now su-

-
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WOMAN

OF BATTLE

10 STATES

Tokio,

Rome, April

WILL

ON

TEN ORATORS FROM

IS

TAKEN FOR PRESIDENT

SIGN DOCUMENTS
situation
April IS. The
alien
California
the
about
by
biought

BALLOT

COMMITTEE

SUFFRAGE

NIPPON'S DIPLOMATS
DINE WITH AMERICANS

WILL FIGHT IT

AED

BY ATTORNEY GENERAL
manifested
was
interest
in
the name
the
city today
throughout
of the probable successor cf U. S.
Marshal "Secundino Romero than in
the confirmation of the reports that
the marshal had tendered his resignaMore

tion upon request of Attorney General
James C. McReynolds.
"It will be A. H. Hudspeth," said
A remore than one politician.
the
over
porter called up Mr. Hudspeth
long distance. He was at his home
at White Oaks.
"Have you heard that "Sec" resigned?" was asked.
"Yes, I have," replied the chairman
of the Democratic central committee.
"Are you going to get the job,"
queried the reporter.
"I haven't heard yet," chuckled Hudspeth.
aren't
"Well, they're all for you
'
they?" said the reporter.
"No, I have not been endorsed
'unanimously,' " he replied.
"But the leaders of your party or
niost of 'em, are back of you like a
stone wall, aren't they?"
Mr. Hudspeth replied that he believed he did have the support of most
of the leaders.
The White Oaks attorney added that
there are many other candidates 'for
the post of United States marshal cf
New Mexico, but he did not give their
names.
While Mr. Hudspeth was most frequently mentioned today by people
discussing Mr. Romero 's probable
successor, several other well known
New Mexicans were spoken of as
"possibilities."
Governor McDonald was called up
and asked if he wished to make any
comment on the "impending appointment" of a U. S. marshal. He replied
that he had nothing to say just now.
WHY HE RES.GNED.
The telegram sent by Secundino Romero to the attorney general was as
fellows:
"James C. McReynolds, Attorney Gen- ral, Washington D. C:
"Answering your telegraphic request
for my resignation, and being assured
Ly Senator Fall that no charges in
any manner affecting 'the conduct of
my office are pending against me, or
that such resignation is requested because of charges formerly made by
Judge Long and others, and investigated by the senate which confirmed
me, and not desiring in any manner
tc embarrass your administration, 1
herewith tender my resignation, effective at the pleasure of the presi-

dent

"SECUNDINO ROMERO,
"United States Marshal." U
The retiring marshal was called up
by long distance but word was sent
that Mr. Romero had left Las Vegas
and had gone to his sheep ranches.
U. S. District Attorney Davis, Low- ever, confirmed the report that Mr.

d

he
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CHICKENS

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per

ROOST IN MOTORLAND

Doz.
A

Get Our Prices

On

TO

Flour and Potatoes.

LITTLE STORY

PLEASANT
RETURNED

IN TIME

PROGRESSIVE

FAVOR

LEADER

OF DISTRESS-FI- RST

WAS THE FIRST

DRIVE TODAY.

HOUSE

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

How Quickly Your Entire System
Awakens When the Blood is Cleansed.

IVonderful

DISTRIBUTIONRABBIT

OIL

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

OF A

MURDOCH Spring Time Is
Blood Cleaning Time

VICTOR

INSURGENT

AND IS

STILL

IN THE
FIGHTING

Doming, N. If., April 18. A good
FOR HIS PRINCIPLES- - HE IS A
instance of how chickens come home
tc roost in motorland was told by Ira
TYPICAL PRAIRIE PRODUCT.
O. Wetmore upon his arrival in Dem-inyesterday from Phoenix in his
Let S. S.
Rid Toil of All Blood
Studeuaker 35. It seems that about HIS FLAMING HAIR
DlNordem.
Laus-sitwo years ago, an Indian agent,
If you fire down with rheumatism:
feel chilled, are choked
by name, arrived just at dusk in
LIKE A FLAG if you
IS
with ratai li, have a couprh, or your
Tularosa, N. M., in a Stanley steamer
is
skin
pimpled and irritated with
accompanied by his son. It was very
rash, eccuuia, or any other blood disbeto
Carrizozo
important that he get
just remember that almost all
Washington, V. .!., April 18. Victor order,
the ills of life come from Impure
fore court opened the next morning. Murdock,
representative from the blood. And yon can easily give your
The road is of the deadly kind, impas- Seventh district of Kansas and the blood a .nxl, thorough cleansing-- a
sable at night except by a man famil- first leader of the concrete Progres- bath, by using S. S. S. There Is no
for anyone to be despondent over
iar with every crook and turn in it. sive body in the lower house of con- need Illness
No
of blood impurities.
the
Ira Wetmore was the one man in Tula- gress, is
matter
how badly they attack the sysdynamite personified.
rosa who knew the road perfectly and . Victor Murdock has- a gerat voice tem, or hu'.v unsightly becomes the
just remember there Is one incould travel it by night.
and a great, strong, heroic physique, skin,
in S. S. S. that so stimulates
gredient
Realizing the urgency of the matter, which moves like the wind when the the cellular tissues throughout the
Wetmore climbed into his car and wind is striving for a record.
body that each part selects its own
nutriment from the blood.
He has red hair, a bright, flaming essential
piloted the Indian agent across the
This means that all decay, all break
mountains and got him into Carrizozo red hair, too, which blazes forth like ling down of the tissues, is checked and
S. S. has such
at two o'clock in the morning. He re- the traditional beacon light, and which repair woi k negms.
on all local cells as
fused pay for the service and thought can be discerned from the remotest to specillc influence
preserve their mutual welfare and
afford a proper relative assistance to
rothing more of the matter, until he corner of the great hall of congress.
office
More attention is being
Dther.
each
Indian
to
the
agents
An eastern visitor to Wichita droppulled up
to constructive
medicine than
near the San Carlos crossing on the ped into the sanctum of the Wichita given
ever before and S. S. S. Is the highest
Gila just a few days ago. The agent Kagle a dozen or more years ago and ochlivcment In this line. For many
who greeted him was none other than saw Victor JIurdock in his daily per- years
people relied upon mercury,
iodide of potash, arsenic, "physics,"
the haussie whom he had piloted formance of getting out a newspaper. cathartics
as remedies for
and
across the mountains two years ago. "Vic," even then, was full of fire, full blood sickness, "dope"
but now the pure,
S.
S.
is their safeguard.
as the San Carlos crossing on the of vim, on the move every second, and vegetable S.
You can get S. S. S. in any drug
ocean to ocean highway is very treach- the eastern visitor asked Murdock
store, but insist upon having it. And
erous, I.aussie appointed five Indian why he didn't go to congress.
you should take no chance by permitting anyone to recommend a subpolicemen to see that Wetmore and
Murdock didn't attempt to explain, stitute.
And If
Mood condition
party got across safely. Upon second but as a matter of fact, that was one Is such that youyour
would like to conthought, Mr. Laussie decided to go of the things he had concealed up his sult a ppecialist freely and confidenaddress the Medical Dept., The
himself.
sleeve, and sure enough, a year or two tially,
Swift Specific Company, 137 Swift
The river was high, and Mrs. Wet- later Vic went to Washington, having; Bldg., Atlanta,
Ga.
more and Miss Pay McKeyes were been elected on the Republican ticket,
taken across in a wagon, and a rope which then had a fairly clean bill ot
was attached to the car occupied by health in the great state of Kansas. " pany the party to Cloudcroft and then
to Hope
Wetmore and young Laussie. The
Murdock conies quite naturally by on over the proposed route
and slewed that great engine force, that enormous and ArteBia. At Clodcroft the party
rope broke in
out of the right track into quicksand. speed equipment; that unimpeachable will be met by the business men of
The two men swam out, and the car honesty, which have characterized his the city and G. S. Wood, superintendent
commenced slowly to disappear. Wa- career in the house of representatives. of the Alamogordo 'Lumber company;
ter was over the seats when the cable
He was reared out there in Wichita, J. C. Jones, C. F. Knight, of the Cleve
was once more attached, and with the and when "Vic" was a boy one of the & Knight Mercantile company, and
aid of about fifty Indians, it was pulled first things that was inoculated in the Scott u. Williams, of the firm of Wilthe
fiom the stream. It took two days to growing youngster was the germ of liams & York, will accompany
party to Artesia. A careful inspection
clean the car up and get it into run- courage.
of the proposed route will be made
ning order, during which time the
They didn't tell ghost stories or
Wetmore party were the guests of Mr. fairy stories to the children out in and about a week will be taken in
All the mountain
Laussie.
Witch ita in pioneer days. Instead they making the trip.
Mr. Wetmore declares that the next heard stories of Indian fighters, of the towns in this section will be visited
man he finds stranded in an auto and hardy old pioneers in tne prairie and there will be a meeting with the
in search of a pilot shall have his ser- schooners,
who blazed the trail; of commercial club at Artesia. Mr. Jones
the heroism of the cowboys, who had is very enthusiastic over the outlook
vices again free of charge.
The Mimbres Valley Farmers' asso- their own peculiar ways for enforcing lor the building of the line and if the
ciation is now distributing its first car- their own peculiar laws, and of mak- line is put through certainly deserves
load of oil. The oil is known to thfi ing evildoers tread the straight and all credit in appreciation of the many
days and weeks he has spent on the
trade as No. 2 Kellog tops and is pur narrow.
reSo when Victor Murdock went to work here. It is a proposition that
chased from the Kellog Oil company,
Los Angeles, Calif. It is guaranteed congress he entered Washington as quires almost the entire time of a man
to test 43 to 45 distillate, and accord- somewhat of a green western states- at this end and Mr. Jones has certainworked on this proposition which if
ing to the company's hydrometer the man, new to the Washington game, ly
put through will mean more to the
present car tested 40. This oil is but not quite as simple as most new mountain
section of Oterd county
being retailed in any size lots from a congressmen appear to be when they
in many years. The
than
anything
a
cents
8
at
start
down
avenue
for
gallon up
per gallon,
Pennsylvania
needed to give an
is
road
very
badly
cents
over
seven
of
about
the
the
first time.
saving
current price. A car of cheaper oil is Murdock was full of steam and nis outlet to the Pecos valley and will
cause a big increase in shipping from
expected In any day now, running from steam box was backed by honesty of
will
be purpose, and his acts were guided by this section.
3f to 40 degree gravity, which
Jas. B, York, of Williams & York,
sold by the association at about a cent the constant thought of the people who
and Chas. Bonnell, with H. M. Denny
cheaper. This cheaper oil has been had sent him to congress to represent
on a business trip through
tested put and found satisfactory in them, not somebody down in Wall left Monday
section of the country.
mountain
the
Dieud-onnthe following engines: J- - E.
street.
It is a trade excursion in a small way
.
10
Murdock
12
was
Ramsay
Stover, Hugh
the original Insurgent, for they are boosting Cloudcroft on
H.-Master Workman, C. L. Hubbard and from his first session in congress
opportunity.
,
.
Fairbanks-Morse5
and P. J. he made the traditional old guard ma- every
C. S.
of the Aalamogordo
Western Gas engine. It chine oilers lie awake nights in dread Lumber Wood,
Case 40 H.-company, is in the city.
is evident that almost any engine in expectancy.
The newspaper corre
The weather continues fair and very
the valley can burn this cheaper grade spondents watched Murdock, for they warm.
at an immense saving. Luther Steven- knew that there was bound to be someson, secretary of the association, pre- thing doing.
ANDERSON VISITS WILSON.
distillate will be The magazines began to pay great
dicts that the
Washington; D. C, April 17. Lars
oil.
more
used
than the higher grade
attention to the man from Wichita, Anderson, retiring ambassador to
The directors of the association are: Seventh district of Kansas, and in a
saw the president' today and
John Hund, Rugh Ramsay, Earl Van comparatively short time the whole Japan,
discussed the Japanese situation brief
Sickle, George "W. McCan and S. J. nation became apprised of the sing
Smith. They are to be congratulated ular and astonishing fact that there ly.
on the great saving which will be ef- was a progressive,
active
fected for the farmers of the valley in statesman in the lower house of conthe purchase of oil. One hundred bar- gress who showed every sign of being
rels will arrive in a day or two in actually on the level.
which members of the association will
Murdock long ago became the domihaul their oil from the tanks to their nant progressive in the house. He was
The company has just com- prime lead-al- l
farms.
in the first skirmishes
pleted the erection of a 12x18 office in which the insurgents showed the
and loading platform.
older hands that they were playing
The big rabbit drive is scheduled to real ball, not an exhibition game.
Those who followed Murdock gathtake place Friday, the 18th. Twenty-fivautos will leave Deming at eight ered their reward, and after the last
o'clock, conveying school children and session at which Joe Cannon officiated
anyone else who wishes to participate as final and exclusive arbiter, those
in the drive. The first drive will be congressmen who walked
(or ran)
made before noon at the A. L. Taylor apace with Murdock were able to re
farm eight miles southwest of Deming, turn to their respective homes withand two more drives will be made in out wearing a coat of mail.
Murdock, as leader of the
the afternoon.
Progressive element in congress,
is, according to friends and foes alike,
BIG FIRE IN ALBERTA.
right where he belongs.
and COLDS
FOR COUGHS
18.
Every one admits that the ProgresFire
Calgary, Alberta, April
Omln No QHt I M' rnT "'T"
man
a
found
better
sives
have
couldn't
of
the
the
CAPITAL
THE
PHARMACY.
plant
early today destroyed
Albertan, a newspaper here. The to lead the battle.
hair
red
Murdock's
always provides
McLead company's general store also
The total loss is a means of determining just where the
was destroyed.
Kansas statesman stands, but even if
$200,000. The origin of the fire is
he should lose the hair, the pcopl:
would have a fairly good idea as to
where to find him.
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be A good place to look, always, is on
Murpleased to learn that there is at least the firing line, and so far Victor
one dreaded disease that science has dock has always been firing with acbeen able to cure in all its stages, and curacy and firing right.
SPRING REUNION.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure 1.)
the only positive cure now known to AN ELECTRIC LINE
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires a
FROM CLOUDCROFT
e
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40.
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Wood

oal

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

J.

O

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
MEXICO

East

nor
'

Best

West

For Rates and Full Information" Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW

MEXICO

F- -

TEXAS.

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

MEXICO.

In the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 8,700 feet above sea level,
unshlne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America, Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

Located

read-heade-

"Bring
Home a
Bottle of

:

FOMS

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.

JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated eata-oguaddress,
-

lllllillliil

Denver & Rio Grande

j

i

RITES

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

I FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

i

COMPANY.

--

Phone

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

--

WE HAVE IT."

Phone 14.

LIGHT
OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part.
The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
THESE

DAYS

IN

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerf ully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

goal smm Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

SAWED WOOD

W?D

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad

Depot- -

Spring is Here! "Fixi t Shop"
Why not have that
Upholstering Done
and Furniture Re-

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
'GUNS, BICYCLE,

paired?

We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-der-

LOCK, KEY

J

Hall's
treatment.
constitutional
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing Its
work. The proprietros have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to oure. Send for 11st
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

Cloudcroft, N. M., April 18. J. C.
Jones who is Interested in the provalley electric
posed Cloudcroft-Peco- s
line bas been advised by parties who
are promoting it that they will arrive
in Cloudcroft about the 23d Inst, to go
over the proposed route. They will
The
come by way of Alamogordo.
party will consist of Mr. C. C. Carroll,
a well known Springfield, 111., banker;
Wm. Hand, manager of the Kansas
City office of the General Electric company, and Mr. Lea, a prominent Kanledo Ohio.
sas City attorney. At Alamogordo the
Sold by all druggists, 76c
party will be met by H. H. Major anconsti
Pills
for
Take Hall's Family
attorney at that place who will accom-

pation.

April

!I

!,HI1.

816.10

Round Trip Rate
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
Datesof Sale, April 19th to
22nd, inclusive.
'

.

Return Limit,April27lh,l91).
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - f- - "i New Mexico.

and

s,

UPHOLSTERING' SPECIALTIES

and do all kinds
of repairing.

J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS.
IC4

GkA-IilSTIE-

O

Telephone 157 W.

::

ST.

SANTA FE, N. M,

128 Galisteo St. Phone

A
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if

Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
ant anick returns.

sioi2Wcrick

a "Elastic" Bcskcate

y
f

and Desk combiasl

1
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W

who few or
A
nanyBookUnitusdcsiMd.
The only pcrf tct combfaition
Desk Untt
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nd bookcurra
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Ulttio. Oil, writs of poo

V

CO.

HEW MEXICAN PRINTING
.Local Agents, for
.

IWJ

If you

MASONS,

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

iiiiiiiiii

--

SCOTTISH

SHORTEST LINE TO

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiir

Willico
Cold"

g

For Information at to Rates, Reservations, etc, call on
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent,
San Francisco Street, or 'at Union Depot.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

e

for

R. R.

Ay

ALTHOUGH WE KEEP AGOING WE ARE HERE TO STAY. IF YOU DEAL
THE WAY WE EXPECT TO
WITH US YOU WILL BE HEIiE TO STAY.
STAY IS TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS GOOD, RELIABLE HARDWARE AND
FAINTS FOR THE MONEY. IF YOU WANT PAINTS, OILS OR VARNISH
COME TO US. WE KEEP THE KIND THAT DRIES QUICKLY AND PRESERVES YOUR PROPERTY. OUR GOOD PAINT IS A GOOD INVESTMENT.

38-4- 0

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,

MIIIIIIIIHIIlMlrr

JTRICH77

H.-P-

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

SELL

H.-P-

'Tbe West Point of the Southwest.

Regents

COOPS AND WE

THE

2

INSTITUTE

m

OUR LINE or
BVSlNEISlSBecause: we've- c?or
IN

mid-strea-

EDAM CANT A EE To EI Pas0' Blsbee' Douglass and
IIuITI jAll I A IL all points In New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ALREADY SHOWS RESULTS

dena charge named the Union National bank of that city as complainant.
Hutchinson denied the accusations.

DETECTIVE IS ARRESTED.
Chicago, 111., April 18. Charles
Hutchinson, who says he is a private
detective for the Guggenheim mining
company, was arrested here
today
charged with having passed a worthless check for $450 in Pasadena, Cal.,
a month ago. Hutchinson gave his
age as 28 and said his home was in
Wilmington, Delaware. According to
the local police lie was trying to pass
another check in a local store when
apprehended by a representative of a
private detective agency. The Pasa-L.

RESULTS OF ALBERTA
ELECTIONS.
Winnipeg. Man., April 18. Results
early today from the Alberta elections indicate that Premier riiftou
will have 34 supporters and the opposition 18, a slight increase for the
opposition over tho estimates upon
returns last night. Two seats are yet
in doubt and two elections are yet to
be held.

Dodge That
Wrong-Side-of-the-B-

ed

Feeling
By starting the day right

with

MOREYS

Solitaire,

tffil

COFFEE

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver
I

In response to the call of the Hpring
time, mentioned in the 'Hysuuider's
Notes" last night in this paper, the
local man dined last evening in the
open with Messrs. Lambie and
the gentlemen who are making
the long transcontinental hike. The
meal was a most enjoyable one and
proved Mr. Mcllvain's ability as a
cook. Alter the repast the local man
invited his hosts to take in the movthe absence
During
ing pictures.
from camp, some miscreants stole two
of the burros belonging to the outfit
and a dog that had been given them.
The matter was immediately placed
in the hands of the city and mounted
Mcll-vai-

For Solitaire coffee is as unusual as Colo
rado air and sunshine. It is always rich
spicy and delicious.
A

t

THIEUES STEAL
BURROS AND DOG

a hot cup of rich, aromatic

The Morey Mercantile Co.
Denver, Colo.

In a letter to Arthur Seliginan Dean
Clark, special representative of the
Mountain States Telephone company
says that his company will have material on the ground in Santa Fe about
Amll 1 to start the construction of
its new telephone circuit.
He adds: "When the plant is completed Santa Fe will have tho most
system that is being installed In New Mexico, also in building the new plant the company will
then be able to provide for the city
fire alarm system.
an
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
Mr. Clark further stated: "Before
the plans for the new plant were
D.

111

Tilt'j ill
TiV

Ki X

A:::

made our company received a letter
from the chamber of commerce asking that certain parts of the plant be
put under ground, and as a result, all
of the plant will be placed under
ground around the plaza and various
other parts of the city."
Mr. Clark lives In El Paso. He
wrote Mr. Sellgman because he wished to get. information on tho ordinance
which was passed when Mr. Seliginan
was mayor. The ordinance calls for
painting of telegraph and telephone
poles and that the poles shall be uniformly twenty feet high. Mr. Clark
thinks that a higher pole is essential

maintaining that additional strength
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OPEN PUBLIC SCHOOLHOUSES
--

HOURS A DAY

AS FIRST STEP "IN MAKING OUR CITY OVER!

THE ADVICE OF MUNICIPAL EXPERT FREDERIC
TO SAVE THE RACE,
MUST BE
(By Frederick C. Howe.)
They never shut the doors of Num!
ber
This Is a very little' sentence just
eight words in it.
Hut it is. to my mind, perhaps the
most wonderful sentence that anyone
ii. the world could write at just, this
time in the world's history. It is
underfill because it marks one of tho
very first and, doubtless, one of the
very biggest steps' towards the greatest era the earth is ever to sec an era
Sixty-three-

C.

HOWE, WHO DECLARES

TOWNS

OF

AMERICA

thing they do is to te u'h small children the great numbers of young peopl j
their lessons. And that Is the only who Hock here nightly Instead of ut-mling the public hall dances across
tiling they do in tin in today. So far
lie way. in this one school house
are we yet, you see, from the Ideal!
"Number 63" is striving toward the, there are often one thousand dancers
ideal. 'There, lessens are, at least, far on the two Moors of an evening!
The library off in a (juiet corner oC
from being the most important thing
they do in the four brick walls thatj the building is ihe mecca of the "old
fiont on Fourth street between the fathers" of the neighborhood. Here
they come to read in a quiet, clean
liowery and Avenue A.
and often bring their wives, conYou can see this perfectly demon-- '
sliated any night between 7 and 8 ning the best books in the world whilo
o'clock if you can find standing place "the young folks" dance or play. And
ti

j

is necessary.

police, who did good work in finding

the burros, and uro now looking for
the dog. The visitors have expressed
themselves as being grateful to
and the city
Chief George Armijo
force and to the mounted police for
their quick work. The police authorities think that some thief watched
the party leave their camp last evening and took the animals. If the
thieves are discovered they will be
The burros, which had
prosecuted.
been left securely lethered in camp,
near the telephone office, were found
down the river tied tightly to and hidden by some willows, and were suffering from thirst.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state
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riodVote

I

TERMINATES SATURDAY

I

NIGHT.

Candidates who are competing in The New Mexican's big $5,000 prize contest are urgently advised to turn in every available subscription on or before 9 o'clock Saturday night,
April 19th in order to realize the full voting value on each subscription. "Second Period"
voting schedule will take effect Monday, April 21st, on and after which date the voting
value of all subscriptions materially decrease. Candidates residing outside the city of Santa
Fe will be privileged to mail their orders Saturday night and all letters containing subscriptions that are postmarked April 19th will be subject to "First Period" votes.
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HANDSOME PRIZES
SIX FOR EACH DISTRICT
A

To be awarded the candidate securing the greatest number of votes in the entire contest,
regardless as to where he or she resides in the State of New Mexico.

i

i

I

(ft

Price of the SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, NEW MEXICAN REVIEW and EL NUEVO MEXICANO
and Number of Votes Issued on Each Subscription.

FIRST PERIOD
Up to and Including April 19th
the following votes will be issued on

subscriptions

:

NEW MEXICAN.
PRICE

Mall
.$ 1.25

Carrier
$ 1.50
3.00
6.00
12.00
30.00

New

4,000
10,000
25,000
year.
" .
60,000
200,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.

3
6
1
2
6

Mo. ,

"

..

.

2.50
5.00
,, 10.00
. 25.00
..
.

CI
1
2
5

year.,
"

.

New

3,000
8,000
25,000

1.00
2.00
6.00

'

1

2
5

year
"

Mall
1.00
2.00
5.00

$

"

FOURTH PERIOD

THIRD PERIOD
From Mav 5th to May 17th,

IncluvotfS will be Is.

sive, the following
sued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN,
PRICE

Old or
New

1
2
6

vear
"
"

Carrier

3
6
1
2
5

Mo

"

18,000

Mail

Carrier

$

$

1.25
2.60
5.00
10.00
25.00

Old or
New

1.50

1,000
4,000

3.00

6.00
12,500
year
"
12.00
30,000
"
30.00 100,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO

MEXICANO.

VOTES

PRICE

Old or
New
1,800
6,000

VOTES

PRICE

VOTES

PRICE

Mall
$ 1.00
2.00
6.00

FHjm May 19th to May 24th, Inwill be
clusive, the following votes
Issued on subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN.

VOTES

Mail
2,000
3 Mo...
.1 1.25 $ 1.50
" ...
6,000
3.00
.
2.50
6
6.00
18,000
.
1 year..
5.00
12.00
" ..
40,000
. 10.00
2
" ..
30.00 125,000
5
25.00
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.

VOTES

Old or
New
2,500
7,500
20,000

I
I

Mall
1

2

6

year
"
"

$

1.00
2.00
6.00

Carrier

Old or
New

-

800

3,500
12,500

wide-flun-

g

j

s

master-chemist-

I

.

Blank VOTE COUPON
Nomination
The Santa Fe New Mexican's
$5,000.00

PRIZE

I

-

$5,000.00

COZtTTxCST

hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for

Miss, Mr. or Mrs
fii

PRICE

Old or

Mall

...

New
Mail
1.50
3 Mo
$ 1.25
3,000
"
3.00
6
8.000
2.50
1
6.00
5.00
20,000
year
'
12.00
2
10.00
50,000
"
30.00
6
25.00
150,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.

VOTES

PRICE

1

VOTES

Old or

SECOND PERIOD
From April 21st to May 3rd Inclusive, the following votes will be Issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.
VOTKS
PRICE
Old or

I

Ii

Non-Winne- rs.

$ 1 ,000.00 THE GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

ThsSubscription

I
I
1
I

1

VALUED AT OVER $5,000.00

Commission to Ail

every man is to have an equal
chance with every oilier man to engage in the uplifting as well as the
supporting things of life.
'V'
And what is this ".Number 03?" you
ask, that the opening of its doorB for
24 hours a day should mean so much
to the development of the whole great
world? What building on the globe
can be so important as that, you say?
We'll, "Number 63" is just a school
school
house a
public
in between
the
house sandwiched
pressing, careening tenements of the
lower East Side of New York, where
human beings squirm as thickly as
ants in garden sands at spring time.
Rut
Showing Dances at "Number 63,"
the First Public School House In
"Number 63" is more than that:
"Number 63" is the very first school Amerca to Keep Open 24 Hours j
house in all America to keep its doors Day. The Man in the Picture is Direc-- !
open to the public for practically 21 tcr Childs, Who is in Charge of the Activities.
hours a day.
And that means, I firmly believe,
sidewalk near the
on the crowded
that within two or three years, every
a stream of boys
Constantly
building.
counother school house in this whole
and girls, young men and young wtry will have its doors open from one omenyes, and fathers and mothers, as
year's end to the other!
well are (lowing through
the doorSuch a plan never again to close
into the place. Their faces glistway
houses
school
the doors of our public
are going out
than en with smiles forofthey
means more to civiliziation
life for a while
of the sordidness
any one ot us can possioiy conceive the work and
worry that always abides
at this time.
and are
with
soof
means
the
the
It
amid the things of worth and
going
cial life of the city and that means,
beauty to refresh the soul.
practically, the remaking of the entire
Inside "Number 63" it is very bright.
human race.
The
long, clean concrete and white
The city, by its concentration, lias
are Hooded with the silver
tile
halls
become the designer for the life of the
of arc lamps. Groups of folks
race. The city sets the styles in liv- light
are chattering in corners and many
ingsocial, mental and spiritual. The others are walking toward numerous
in
out
and pursued
activities thought
doors. An orchestra is tunthe cities are copied in the towns, the
some
in
far corner and through the
ing
villages, the cross roads. and the corn- side doors dancers can be seen waltzfields of the world.
on the big brick terrace outside.
So the life of the city must be made ing
I'Jj
WHAT A MIRACLE:
over as the city itself must be made
A public school house in which life
ft over!
has not died, but in which life has
For its influence is too universal,
the setting of the sun.
- risen with
nothit
is
to
too
disregard
&f
potent,
A public school
miracle!
a
What
the
in
which
ing less than the crucible
is getting
for all the world are house in which tho public
SVS
s
of returns on its invested money, not five
worked out by the
hours a day, but 24 hours a day!
flji the municipality.
What a miracle!
we
the
To make over the life of
city
A public Bchool house actually turnmust (1) make over the city itself and
of all the people
:W!
2) open up" for 24 hours a day our ed over to the good
ilU: public school houses and social cent who built it;
And that is exactly what "Number
ers as I pointed out in my first
C" is aP school house dedicated to the
npnnn nf tlm VllimtlTl
llr
In this article I am going to tell you
bow we have opened up the doors of race which built it with the money
"Number 63" in NeV York, that you ii earned and paid over as taxes.
Everybody is remembered in "63."
may see how tre'.ieudously effective
On the main floor of the building
an instrument for the remaking of
are the game rooms, the library and
life a school bouse may become.
I hope you will see from the article the
dance hall. Here are billiard
what we here in New York are seeing tables, pool tables and card tables,
that the school house is really the lioys are gathered about them in
most effective instrument in helping crowds, for here the games are free
the race onward that men possibly de- and in public pool rooms they cost
vise and that we have criminally neg- money. Thus character is saved, for
lected using this instrument in all the the average commercial pool room is a
corrupter of youth, a corrupter for"
years of the past.
People learn by contact. Man is a stronger tjian is generally recognized.
And if the game rooms perform
gregarious animal for that reason. All
the material for his thoughts come this service for the comparatively
from meeting with other men, hearing small groups of boys who patronize
iheir opinions and pondering them in them, then the dance floor at the end
of the long hall and out on the terrace
his heart.
So the main thing is helping men tu beyond performs a similar service in
j
far greater measure.
give them the right
tit Progress is to
For what thousands of young peoportunities for mingling. The school
;
house is the ideal social center the pleespecially young girls start
the steep stairs of morality
W icieal club bouse for the human race to
19 mingle in that It may sharpen its at unsupervised public dance halls.
And nine times out of ten, not bebrains. It is not a club house where
lust men may come to loiter, but a cause it is in them so to do, but beclub house where whole families may cause it is all around them to do so!
Every-theHere things are different.
come and find there things to help
all grow better, mentally, spirit-- thing is bright as youth likes it.
For the three Laughter and camaraderie are unre-ar-e
ually and physically.
strained. There is no wet blanket
insparable.
Pleasure and culture these are the thrown across the assembladge. The
this place
two things that make life worth while only difference between
nnii in thfi nctual creating of character land a public dance hall is that hero
even more than work. And they are there are no drinks and there are no
the two things that men the many commercial dealers in immorality
men without much money have been present. Everyone who comes here to
at
kept from by the few men with too dance passes a group of chaperones
much money. And they are the things j the door and no loafers congregate
to put, and at once, into the common cn the outside, either,
i
That youth does like its pleasure
man's life.
And "the open school house" can clean and has suffered it to be
j luted
in the past only because there
accomplish this.
In the ideal school house the least t has been no other way is shown by
in which

contest.

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES

.

Address
as a candidate In the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
prize

The Santa Fe New Mexican's

op-p-

For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.

-

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and ad-- r
con-te. dresa properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the
department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
tfaa 6,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
are expected to nominate themselves in
this contest Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today.
ONLY ONE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.

Address

st

'

Notei-Candida-

tes

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address

filled In. and brought or sent to" the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.

CLIP THE ABOVE COUPONS AND SEND THEM iN TODAY. IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO ENTER THE RACE. AND WIN THE VERY
BEST PRIZE. HOWEVER, YOU HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE. CONTEST LASTS ONLY SEVEN WEEKS.

ADDRESS

'A-TiT1i

STJBSOIFTIOITS

J2T1D USTQTJIKIES TO

CONTEST DEPARTMENT THE NEW MEXICAN,
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j

j
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when they go home tmy "draw" a vol"
nine to take, with them. Thus i3
knowledge being epread.
On tliu second floor of the building,
every school room is in use. Open any
door and a Hood of light will rush out.
And in the glow of these lights many
of the higher human activities are going on in these school rooms that,
last year, slood dark and still all
through the niglits of all the winter.
Take this room at the top of the
staircase. In here are 13 boys ranging in age from 15 to 20. They had
to stop school when they were li.
They are out in the world now earning
their living. None of them is doing
anything v.ery satisfying to the ambi- tion has yet ior none ot them lias uie
education, 'today lack of education is
n handicap of the first class. So these
boys come here every other night to
hold debates on public questions, to
read together and discuss noted v;ofka
selected for them and to write themes
on given subjects. Thus they are
boardening their vision, making their
life bigger. They are letting the light
in and all because "Number 63" has
opened its doors!
And there are similar "Current
topics" clubs for girls and for women
and for men. And each of them has a
membership, full and overflowing, la
the few months of their existence the
character of tho books drawn from
the school library (a branch of the
from
public library) has changed
standabout a
ard to something between Dickens
and Carlyle.
Also there is a choral society, an orchestra, a glee club and a mandolin
club, besides classes in arts and crafts,
carpentry, sewing, etc.
But all these are not the main
things that "Number 63" does for the
neighborhood.
The big thing it does is to provide a
piace for political speaking. Politics,
rightly understood, is the science ol
living, not the science of grafting.
And political questions, threshed out-ia school house instead of in a saloon or on the corner, are threshed out
rightly not biasedly.
Take politics out of the schools by
putting politics into the school houses!
As soon as public questions can be
discussed in the public school buildi
ngs, a change will come into politics.
For people will speak their minds out
in such a forum, for the forum belongs to them and the place will lend
dignity and legitimacy to the business
ot discussion.
Open the doors of your school
houses wide and let the people in.
They own them! Let them in!
has shown you the way.
SHALL THIS CITY OPEN UP ITS
SCHOOL HOUSES FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE?
In this, his second article, Director
Howe tells of the ideal school house
of the world "Number 63" in New
York, where they kep the doors open
24 hours out of the 24.
Shall Santa Fe do likewise?
The editor of this paper will be glad
citizens
to hear from
who feel that our public school property is an investment of the people's
which ought to be for the people's constant use.
If such persons will communicate
with him, he will select a place anil
time for meeting and deliberations
will be drawn up and presented to the
school board asking that every school
in this city be opened up once and for
club houses for
all as
the people who built them just aa
"Number 63" has been opened up in
New York!
Let us hear from
What do you say
"Sixty-th-

ree"

puplic-spirite-

d

you!

NOTICE!
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the New Mexico Telephone
Co. will be held at the office, 239 San
Francisco St. Monday, April 21, 8 p. m.
New Mexican Want Ads alwaya
bring results. Trv

it

FACE FOUR
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CHARLIE MURPHY

MAY LAUGH

Rteen and Iaud;

Berz, Russell and

At Detroit
St. Louis ..

IF

JOHNNY EVERS MAKES GOOD

AND JOE TINKER FAIL, BUT

3 12
6

..2

'.

Weilman
Rondeau.

,

Lake

and Agnew;

At Philaelphia
Boston

THE SCHUBERTS
PLEASED DURANGO

1

4

and

.

r
The summer of. JQlll may be
Owner Charley Murphy of the
C'hleago".Pubs aridMheh' rr"riiay be'" de--'
cldedly unpleasant? "Much "of Murphy's
baseball reputation is staked on the
:
cutjeome of the year's campaign.
If Johnny Evers conies across and
makes a big showing with the Cubs,
Murphy will be in a position to receive
compliments upon his shrewdness In
changing managers.
If Frank Chance fails notably with
New York more praise will be eom-luMurphy's way.
If Joe Tinker is unable to satisfy
Cincinnati fans, Murphy will have a
perfect light to remark, "I told you
t
so." The odds, however, are
against Murphy.
Chance has little material in New
Baseball men do
York apparently.
"not expect him to cut a very wide
swatch with the team this year.
Lots of improvement may be made
with the Yankees. Chance is sure to
do better and will come in for plenty
cf credit. Almost anything he does
with the team will be an improvement
over the showing of 1912. Chance ha3
nothing to lose and everything to gain
iu Gotham. Murphy can scarcely expect to laugh at the expense" of the
pleas-snti.'fo-

2
2

'

'

At New. York.:
Washington

7 10
5 5

York
Batteries:

New

G

5

Hughes and Ainsmith;
Fisher, Keating, Schultze and Sweeney.

I

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
At Minneapolis
3 10 i
Louisville
1
8 10
Minneapolis
Laudermilk, Northrop and Roth',
Liebhardt and
Young,
Clemens;
Owens.

ill

some-wha-

"peerless leader."
Tinker's proposition In Cincinnati
Is more difficult. Possibly Joe will
startle the natives, but it hardly seems
fair to expect Tinker to improve the
position of the team last year, fourth,
during his first season as manager.
Tinker needs pitching material.
Frequently last season I heard Manager O'Day lament the lack o? classy
pitching.
If Tinker is so fortunate as to develop a couple of young pitchers who

14

.'

g

hi

;'S

5'' 12
I'liiUulelphia
'
Foster, Befllent, Leonard, Wood and
t'ari'igan;; JBrown, Houck, Bender and
''
'"
JLapp.

,

At Milwaukee

Columbus
Milwaukee
Cook and
Hughes.
At
St.

St.

0

can go the route, the Red fans may be
singing his praise as late as November.
Evers has his work cut out for him.
The release of Chance was far from
popular. Chance and Tinker will be
missed, although apparently Murphy
has signed up stars who give the Cubs
a different appearance from that of
hist December.
Under Chance the
Cubs were great, always a pennant
contender.
Evers can scarcely fall
short of this mark without censure.

fi

1

9

Smith;

Daugherty

'

and

No more Interested an audience
ever packed Redman hall than last
evening when the Schubert Symphony
club and Lady Quarette gave the
grandest concert under the auspices of
the local B. p; O. E. ever heard in this
"becomes
No' - exaggeration
section.
necessary to paint the satistactimTthe
entertainers bo willingly ' bestowed
upon-- the music lovers.
Such violin solos as were played by
the celebrated violinist, Thomas Val-- j
eutine Purcell, such contralto solos
issuing from the lips of the great
Lovie Zendt Purcell and such har'
monious quartette selections were
never heard before in Durango. Their
pleasing magnitude
grandeur and
beggar description.
Not a number on the program was
rendered without being received with
great applause and encores were demanded and acceded to with gen
The' Schubert company will
erosity.
always be a welcome entertainer in
the city and the local Elks are to be
congratulated for bringing such a high
class troupe to the city. Durango
Democrat, May 22, 1912.
This company appears at the Elks'
theatre, Santa Fe, April 25.

Paul-To- ledo

MINSTREL MAIDS
IN DOUBLE SHOW

Krueger

DESIRE
A FALL CONVENTION
TO REVISE RULES

REPUBLICANS

V'ant Basis of Southern Representa-tipChanged and State Primary
taws Enacted.

n

Miss Grace M. Russell and her minstrel maids will be at the Elks theater
next Monday night
hour and a

half show with two reels of pictures.
This is an all girl show playing a

Xn

1

pected.

"

BOTH IN GOOD SHAPE.
Denver, Colo., April 18 With their
training finished yesterday Frankie
Whitney of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
Eddie Johnson of Pueblo, were sched- Jlle"d "to weigh in at 135 pounds at 3
o'clock this afternoon for their ten
round boxing contest at the Denver
Athletic club tonight. Each boy is in
good condition and expressed confidence today that he would be returned a winner before the end of the
tenthi A number of Pueblo fight fans
arrived today to witness the bout.

Pi

RIXEY SIGNS CONTRACT.

?

f

,
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New York ,
Boston .. ...

....2
....1
....1

4
4

I

1

ELKS

tOOO

.250
.200

yont

WILLIAM

At Pittsburg
Cincinnati

C REDFIELD.

(By William C. Redfield)
Pittsburgh
Secretary of the department of com
Fromme and Clark, Jamnitz; Rob- merce at Washington.
:
inson and Gibson.
...
The keynote of the administration
(Called end 12th inning darkness.) cf the affairs of the department of
commerce will be "Service."
At St. Louis-Chi- cago
By this I mean that the constant
2
6 4 effort of all branches of the depart
8 8 1 ment will be to furnish the rank and
St. Louis
Lavender, C. Smith and Bresna- - file of the people with usable infor-ation about things close at home to
At Brooklyn-Philade- lphia
them that will make it possible for
1 7 1 them to live more economically, more
.
0 4 1 happily.
Brooklyn
Seaton and Dooin; Rucker and fillTwo illustrations taken from the
er.
activities of the department show especially the character of service I
mean. Take our bureau of fisheries.
At Boston
2 II is possible, through that bureau, to
; .13 20
New York
Boston
.4 6 3 develop an almost unlimited supply
Demaree and Wilson, Hartley; Tyler, Brown and Rariden.
11
11

mm

.

.

,

n

f food. By finding out the facts about
fish suitable for food, by stimulating
the development of fish of that char
inpeter, by,,using the authority and
fluence of the department for the establishment of proper market conditions, and by obtaining additional legislation if necessary on the basis of
our facts the department of commerce can render a service of tremendous benefit to every citizen. It
can make the daily problem of the
rarket easier of solution, for it can
make wholesome food accessbale to
all. Another opportunity for the same
kind of service is offered by our bu
reau of standards. We can find out,
there, just what a manufactured
ought to contain: what a steel
rail can be expected to stand; what
la the best material for .railroad ties;
what type of passenger elevator is
safest for office buildings, etc.
One of the things that nobody knows
now, but which, in time, the bureau
of standards ought to be able to discover, is the capacity of big bridge
girders. We have been building, very
,ia.rge bridges almost by rule of thumb,
and as a result a bridge sometimes
goes down. We have got to find a
method of testing girders, partly because the railroads and others need
the information, but chiefly to insure
t ehsafety of the millions of people
vho cross the bridges.
That is what" I mean by "service,"
and that is the character of work that
can be done by' every one of the bureaus of the department of commerce.
When we do that we will be doing
what the people expect and demand
or their government.
I cheerfully pledge myself to that
policy.

'

Motorcycle

Ends Problem

ANOTHER SLIDE
AT PANAMA CANAL

U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January 28, 1913.
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Filc-mePino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014579, for SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
SW

na

4

1--

Panama, April 18. A fresh slide occurred yesterday on the east bank of
the canal at Culebra, heaving up the
bottom of the cut just as on previous
occasions.
Four construction tracks
weije destroyed, leaving only one in
commission.

.
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New Mexican Want
It will not pay you to waste youi
time writing out your legal forms bring results. Try-- it.
when you get them already printed
'
at the New Mexican Printing ComNew Mexican Want
.'.
.'
...
pany.
bring resuUs. Try it

Ads

always

Ads

always

of Vacations
It's ONE thing to take a vacation trip and ANOTHER to go
where you really want to go.
A motorcycle solves this problem by stopping railroad fares.
You can go WHERE you will
and WHEN you will on a moYour vacation begins
torcycle.
you

ELKS' THEATRE
j

Monday, April 21st, 1913.

start.

Grace

J. J. Reid, San Francisco, did
it! 3.500 miles gasoline $15.
Easy I
A motorcycle means freedom,
health, happiness, opportunity
profu
Let us show YOU how and
why. Come In or write for details.

M. Russell
and her

!

Overhead Valve Motors
Model T, 8 h. p. chain drive
J3SO.00
RJlft.OO
Moi el.MSh. p. chain drive
Moiiel K Bin 4 b. p. belt drive.... i'MO.OO
Model H lisht weight, belt drive $165.00

Mugneio Equipped.

Pope

&

Bicycles-Repairi- ng

MOTOE-CYCLEE- T.
7

Minstrel Maids

6

27 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. U.

DAINTY, WINSOME GIRLS

THIS IS NOT THE SAME COMPANY THAT PLAYED
HKKE A FKW WEEKS AGO.

,
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MINSTRELS,

g

Supplies

PASH BROTHERS,

FARCE

REELS OF PICTURES

GOMEOY

3

Playing to Crowded and Satisfied Houses Everywhere!

25 AND 50 CENTS

PRICES,

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves weregradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Now, books and their.
- shelves come together. The bookcase
grows apace With the library. This is
idea.
the modern way' of building a library. This is tHe

ONCE

Globe-Wernic-

New Mexican

To-Nig-

ht

BIOGRAPH-H- er

A GREAT PICTURE IN TWO REELS

bes Th ree-A- N
A Double Comedy Scream.

iPrioes, 1 0 aixcL 1 5

LOCHINAR

'

Oth day. of .MarpA, 1913,,..
ak
was' tt repetition of the on, the
Claimant names as witnesses:
origina'l movement on February 5,
which action, it .is-- said, probably ,, , Juan Baca,. Placido. Lopez. joLLeyla.,
"
would A)e repeated several times be- N. M., Alton lo Villatiueva, Agustin
M.
N.
oi
KauxJitt,
Galisteo,
the
and
the
bank
of
the
fore,
height
MANUEU JL. OTERO,
volume of material ar
finally-- ' re.,.;:
duced.
Register,

ke

Printing Co., Agents.

0

Mother

Section

Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has fried notice of Intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver.
U." S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
6, Township 11 N.,

4

PATHE

E1E

Kansas I'lty, Mo., April is. With
$3,607,000
in Currency within, the
Fir,st National bank here was unable
to open its vaults today. The time
lock combination, supposed to open
automatically at 9 o'clock each morn- -

Neibhbor-inday, it will be dynamited.
banks lent money to conduct today's business.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

'mS.HINCTONWat.TRV
MV DEPARTMENT
T0!MAKE DAILY rKUttLLFi ur nnnnti
BASKET tnoltn.

";

NATIONAL LEAGUE

.

ing, failed to work and efforts of all
the vault experts in the city were in
vain. Unless the vault is opened to-

sn

ay

WHERE THEY PLAY.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
New York at Boston.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cleveland at Chicago.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Washington at New York.
Boston at Philadelphia.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Columbus at Milwaukee.
Toledo at St. Paul.
Indianapolis at Kansas City.
Louisville at Minneapolis.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Denver at Topeka.
Lincoln at Wichita.
Des Moines at St. Joseph.
Sioux City at Omaha.

Philadelphia, April 18. Eppa Rixey,
the left handed pitcher of the
National league baseball
club today signed his 1913 contract
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
and left with the team for Brooklyn.
At Chicago
Rixey's failure to sign sooner, it is
said, was due to his desire to continue Cleveland
bis studies at the University of Vir-- Chicago
Phila-Odelph-

r

Detroit

BANK VAULT TO
GET INTO IT

Washington,

baseball;

yarns, relating
periences and then every body, left
satisfied and confident of beating the
Elks next Sunday.
They realize that they are going
against one of the strongest teams in
the southwest, but the White Sox are
pleased that they are to be given a
chance to play against a real fast
team. The White Sox are now trying
to raise enough runds to order uniforms for the team, and a committee
will be appointed to go out among the
merchants and business men to ask
for a little help. There is no better
advertisement for a town than a good
baseball team, and Santa Fe now has
the team, and all they need is thefr
new uniforms to make a neat appearance in the field, to give Santa Fe a
better name on the baseball map.
The local fans are taking great interest in the coming game next Sunday which promises to be one of the
fastest, games ever seen on the local
diamond, as both teamfe are very
strong and have been out practicing
every day this week. The game will
be the real opening of the local season
and a record breaking crowd is ex-

MUST DYNAMITE

POPE MOTOR CYCLES

D. C, April IS. For
mal request on the officers of the Republican national committee to take
action toward securing a 'Republican
convention next fall for a revision of
the party's rules, is expected to result from informal conferences that
WHITE SOX
) ave
been going on here for some
g'nia until June,
AND ELECT OFFICERS.
"Mike" Donlin is now the only Phil- time among the Republican leaders
The Santa Fe White Sox base ball adelphia player who has not signed who favor the convention idea. Repclub last night held a most enthu- a contract for this year.
resentations thus far made Chairman
siastic meeting at their club rooms in
Hilles and other officeis of the comSan Francisco street. Eevery memmittee have failed to bring any acber of the team attended the meeting
tion.
which was for the purpose of electing
It is understood that Senator Cumpincers for the 1913 season. Other
mins and others active with him in
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
matters of much importance to the
the convention idea are taking steps
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. to bring about the national gathering.
welfare of the team also were dis.067
.2
cussed. The officers elected are: Dan- Brooklyn .
Farty leaders were informed that thr
.(100 tasis
.3
iel C. Ortiz, manager and secretary; Pittsburgh ,
of southern representation in
9
.
.600
conventions must be changed
Joe - Berardinelli,
Chicago
national
and
treasurer,
St. Louis .
.500 and that provisions must be made so
.2
Johnny Aland, captain.
.500 that state primary laws shall control
.1
The boys are very much pleased Boston . .
convention
.500 the election of national
.1
with the record they have been mak- Philadelphia
.331! delegates.
New
York
.1
,
to
and
and
will
it
ing,
up,
try
keep
minstrel first part, vaudeville and a
.253
.1
make a better record for this season, Cincinnati .
constructed sketch "A Postal
watte
to
your cleverly
and furnish the local fans with games
It will not pay you
Boy.'" Misses Grace and
Messenger
AMERICAN
LEAGUE.
formf
wrltine out Tour legal
worth seeing and help boost the "City
at their best Jn
are
Russell
o
Club.
Lost.
Pet.
Won.
With the Open Gate." After the close
SKeicii aim unug uui
1.000 ed
COttJ
....3
t'S
Printinc
Mexican
New
of the regular business last night the Philadelphia
at the
q
1.000
... .2
boys werevserved with a dutch lunch Washington
pany.
.71 f
. . .
Chicago
....5
which everybody enjoyed, after which
.500
....3
about an hour was spent spinning Cleveland ,
.429
....3
baseball
diamond ex- St. Louis .
AT
,

y

the minute

7 17
9 12

Paul

Collamore, Walker and
Riger, Gregg and Miller.

JOHNNY EVERS.

ty, little playlet. Miss Flo Russell
plays the role of the typical messenger and 'puts into the part all of the
characteristics and careless abandon
of the
messenger boy.
During the action Miss Flo puts over
a neat song and dance with a Metropolitan dash and vim. Miss Grace
Russell is an excellent foil for her
quips and gibes and the sketch closes
with a surprise finish that never fails
to please. Price 25c and 50c.
happy-go-luck-

Scluilk.

WHILE FRANK CHANCE Detroit

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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4 TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

PERSONALS

CO.

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") Items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com'
munlcations sent by mall should bear
the signature of the writer).

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business

.

Your Patronage Solicited
J.

returned yesterday
Ed. Wheels
from a trip to Espanola on business.
Tliebdofef.rr.'fespel. chief of the fielddivision, returned this noon from a
trip to El Paso on business connected
with the United States laud office.
M. A. Otero, who has
been in Arizona the past ten days on
mining business is expected home tomorrow.
Mrs. James Wallace Raynolds, of
Omaha, Nebraska, widow of the late
secretary of the territory, together
with her daughter and three sons, has
engaged rooms at the St. Vincent's
sanitarium for the summer season and
is expected here shortly.
Ray
nolds has many friends in Santa Ve
and likes the climate and environ
ments so much that she has made this
her summer abode for ni'iny seasons,
since the breaking up of her former
residence, by the death of her

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

B. LAMY,
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See Us
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(South Side)
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Once and Get Your Choice of

Lots in one of the

the City.

Most Desirable Residence Sections of

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

Phone, 189 J.
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:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
'
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
r

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. . Prompt Attention end the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
GASPER ST.

In

the

Telephone

9 W

j

'
We have some of the
Well-Maand
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets
attract the eye and meet the purse,
v. We also have' some Handsome Furniture,
Including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today

IS A GREAT COWFORT.

.

UNDERTAKING

WAGNER

AKERS

THE

FURNITURE CO.

AND

FUNER Al DIRECTORS
License Nambers,

Next Door to Postoffice.
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N. Y., sec-

DR. ELLIOTT CALLS
ON PRESIDENT

Our Prices Are Much
THE LOWEST.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave

TO

TALK CIVIL SERVICE.

showing the views of President. VVil-son and Secretary Hryan and it is believed that the bill will be. .held up
in the senate until next week in the
hope of receiving some ofticial
niunieation that will point to a course
of action.
Senator Thompson continues to
protest against the proposed amend- -ments to the Birdsall bill that differentiates between aliens who are clig- i0e to citizenship and those who are
not.
"There can be no objection by the
Japanese to the original committee
substitute in the senate," Senator
Thompson said today, "for It treats
all aliens on a par.
Tokio, April is. The Japanese
considers the present
movement in California 'is
most dangerous and is faced with tins
prospect of placing itself in a mo'it
unwelcome position, owing to the u li
willingness of the federal government
Washington to intervene and the
impossibility of introducing counter
measures here.
in the event of the passage of the
alien land holding bill
California
through both houses of the legislature,
Japan will issue an imperial order
enforcing the Japanese foreign land
ownership bill of 1910 and will apply
to the federal government at
li.igton for permission for the
iese to become naturalized citizens of
!he Cnited States.
bill
The foreign land ownership
passed by the Japanese diet in March.,
jl91), prohibits foreigners, except milder certain restrictions, from owning
'hind in Japan and they may not own
Hand at all in
Saghalien, Formosa,
Hokkaido or the fortified zones. Th's
law has never yet been officially pro-mulgated.

-

I

Many Other Visitors See Mr. Wilson
Today; Mr. Raker. Will Discuss Jap
anese Situation Tpmorrow.
Washington, D, C, April 18. Pres- Wilson had an unusual number
of callers today, as well as a cabinet
meetingthat he might have a half
The president
holiday tomorrow.
was urged today by State Chairman
Edward E. Grosscup and State Sena-- !
tor J. Warren Davis of New Jersey
to spend at least two or three days
on the stump there speaking for jury
reform and the necessity for a state
constitutional convention.
Mr. Wilson has not yet completed
his plans but it is doubtful whether
he will be able to devote more than
one day. '
Senators Bryan and Lee, and Repto
resentative Dupre recommended
the president the appointment to a
diplomatic post of the Kev. Otis J.
Glazebrook of Elizabeth, N. J.
Representative Raker of California,
arranged to see the president some
time tomorrow about the Japanese
,

THE AMERICAN
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-clas- s
only realized the
stationery you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate---An- d,
if you wanted to make your business Stationery
100
efficient, you would specify
business-buildin- g

-

Speculation

was dominated today by the familiar
influences which have been operative
recently, and in the absence of ne.v
factors the market was dull and nar-

ALL THE

THE

Water-Mar-

'

The De Luxe Business Paper
'
'
.

:
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k

withdrew his motion and thu Harris
message was ordered printed.
USUAL "BLUFF."
GO.
H.
KAUNE
Sacramento, Calif., April 18. News
ol. the growing disquiet in Tokio and
protest from Japan
the Price the general
Where Quality Governs
against the enactment by the Califor- land
Kia legislature ot an anti-aneand Price the Quality
,
Jaw that would affect the subjects of
that nation, met with varying response
here today when it become known that
the lower classes were crying for war.
Its not a new Idea, but one
"Just the usual bluff," was the comwell worth' considering when
ment of Senator John B. Sanford,
you buy your Groceries. The
Democrat, when he read the dispurity and wholesomenes ol
patches. "I'm in favor of telling Japan
all foods sold In our store
to mind her own business and let
Is your best kind of Health
California mind hers."
t
Insurance for you. Inferior
' Sanford has introduced
an
goods are not sold by ms. We
bill at every session of tlrtf
leave that to those who wish
HIGH
to take chances.
legislature for ten years, and he is
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
highly pleased at the prospect of passLOW AS THIS QUALITY
ing such a measure at this session.
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
Sacramento, Calif., April 18. "It is
defensible on the ground it
upon which we want' our
absolutely
Pfease
is ' in line both with notional policy
reputation to rest.
remember this.
end the statues of many of the states."
An indication of the ffects of the
proposed legislation upon foreign cap- ltal .is contained in a letter received
RECEIVED
today from Charles White Mortimer,
Of British vice consul in Los '( Angeles.
The letter in part follows:
.
"Within the past few days, I have
completed the examination of title to
PURE POODS
some oil property which an .. English
Monarch Canned Coeds,
company intended purchasing for $2,- . Richelieu Canned Goods, ,
000,000,. the first payment totbe made
Hunt's Hand Peeled California-C- on the thirteenth of this month. I have
anned
now advised not to buy and I think the
Fruits.
X
deal is off."
CHASE & SANBORN'S
Scores of similar letters and teleCoffee.
grams are pouring into the capitol.
Governor Johnson refused ttoday to
discuss the measures now before the

8

because by comparison you would find: thatXOUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character

impressiveness, attd'al! that makes stationery

really, productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

Let us show you samples.
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WITH IIAYWARD

INSURE

AND REST CONTPNT.

Is modern.
Is well located.
Is close in.
Is in a good neighborhood,
la a home.
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable
price.
If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth" it will pay you to Inquire at once of

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

secure "your

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

IF IT'S REAL

ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
e
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

C

H.

YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

GENERAL LIVERY
PONIES.

SADDLE

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Shellhorn Lady Suffered a Great
Deal, But Is Ail Right Now.

j

7

PHONE

FRANCISCO ST.,

Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

FELT BAD

row.
Operations failed to produce essential changes except in a few isolated
instances in which It was evident that
professional short selling had been

JUST
Another car load
Boss Patent Flour.

(Fac-Simi- le

j210 SAN

I

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have afjTrial
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone

214

EXTRA FANCYGOODS
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.

Below you will find articles
you may be sure of getting
at any time at our store:
Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
AncRovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish in Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, In Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
C. & B. Parmasan Cheese In
Bottles
Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz Preserved Fruit In Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

We also have a full line

f

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

J

1

16

GALISTEO STREET.

iHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring- Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

PRESBYTERIAN

EGGS FOR HATCHING

CHURCH

OUR LINE OF

j

1

25c to $2.48

Prices from

Wat-lith- e

Japan-Member- s

FRECKLES

S;

UU,

Large Assortment to Select From.

Neck.

j

WALL STREET.

""

UUUUU

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low

j

of the cabinet afterward
said that the Japanese question was
not discussed. Secretary Ilryan said
neither he or any other cabinet member had been suggested to go to California, as had been reported.
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com-ide-

Dr. Charles W.. Eliot, president emi-- j
ritus of Harvard, who declined Presi- dent Wilson's offer to bn ambassador
to Great Britain, was invited to be at
the White House today. He expected
to discuss civil service reform with
president.

IS.

Hi

Ladies' Collars

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

I

April

WUV

i

situation.

New York,

PM
ULUUIMW
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MILLINERY

retary.
Heports from committees on uniform courses of study and text books,
were heard today. One of the objects
of the organization Is to standardize
the studies and teaching methods of
the fifty schools of which it consists.

4

Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.

;

Porter, Jamestown,

0

C
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
66-6-

K. V.

Verv Larce DisDlav of,WKsmsm
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BEAUTIFUL
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11.
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de

The organization was formed last De
cember and has been working under
temporary eflicers, with B. V. Williams, of Des Moines, as president and

carried too far.
The outcome of the St. Paul bond
offerings was not regarded by tradShellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
ers as satisfactory and was used as place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short
a basis for bear selling.
time ago, I commenced to have wenlc
Bonds were steady.
sritlls and headaches. I felt bad all
the market! t)le time, and soon grew so bad I
S,na" ho,din8s dalne
SCHOOLS TO ORGANIZE.
.
stocks j., whjcll llie,. .....
ad
u,uu 1 BU" U1V 1 lmM,h"" 1 "uu "
,
111.,
,
. '
April
Chicago,
-" anht
At )ast my husband got me a uottle
organization of the National Associu- rt.vai t uuiii a jew speeiauieH, wmcn of
Cardui, and It helped me; so Ito cot
Commercial
Accredited
of
tion
sustained by individual consid-- some
more. After I had takf n ths
Schools v? as planned as the climax of rations, Reading, Northern Pacific,
second
bottle, I was entirely well.
which
here
convention
today.
began
Chesapeake & Ohio, Southern Pacific
ja
I wish every lady, suffering from
r.nd Baltimore & Ohio, among others
ruled a point under yesterday's close womanly trouble, would try Cardui.
Bear sentiment increased as the It is the best medicine I know of. It
market went lower but there was lit- did me more good than anything I erer
tle evidence of spirited selling, trad- used."
Cardui is a woman's tonic; a
ers being mindful of recent squeezes.
Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re- With the bulk of the list being quoted Strengthening medicine for women,
on an average of one per cent under made from ingredients that act spemove Them With The New
Prescription.
yesterday's closing, attention again cifically on the womanly organs, and
An eminent skin specialist recently was directed to some of the large de thus
helpto build up the womanly condiscovered a new prescription, othine creases in railroad earnings, those of stitution to glowing good health.
double strength which is usually so Chesapeake and Ohio for the second
As a remedy for woman's ills, it has
successful in removing freckles and week in April standing out as the a successful record of over 50 years.
giving a clear, beautiful complexion most significant.
Your druggist6clls it. Please try It
The market closed heavy. Desulthat it is sold by your druggist under
N. B.
Write tn: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chatt
for tipecia
an absolute guarantee to refund the tory selling overturned the effect of nooffa Aedicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
' Home
Treauoeof
book,
and
InffructitmSt
in
of
some
weak
the
features
covering
money if it fails.
fer Women." sent In plain wrapper, on wumL
Don't- hide your freckles, under a and the market hugged the low levels
at
veil; get ah ounce of othine and re- cjosely. Hales of St. Paul 4
and weakness in Issues of other
move them, j Even the first few. ap 99
ruijuTjuinruvuxrinjiruxruvruirujiJi(j
roads were depressing factors.
plications should show a wonderful imfreckprovement, some of the lighter
WILL JAPAN TAKE PHILI-- les vanishing entirely, r
PINES AS RETALIATION.
,
Be. sure fq ask the drqggist for the
double" atrsngfli othine; it is this that
(Continued from page one).
Is sold oh the money-bacguarantee.

Duct r C nnvf I!
Weather a IYUKUI WU UCU
Cold

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schaaf have
taken the cottage owned by Mrs.
Hogle, on the corner of Uarfield and
and will go to
Hancock avenues,
They are more than
housekeeping.
pleased with Santa Fe, aud expect to
make this their permanent residence;
with the
Mr. Schaaf has a position
New Mexican.
Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, is
registered at the Coronado.
Dr. V. H. Livington is here from Espanola. He is registered at the De
Vargas hotel.
a mining man of
Edward II
Gallup, is registered at the European
hotelv He is on his way to Colorado.
Jl. Sims, receiver of the land
office at Las Cruces, and Colonel W.
A. Fleming Jones, of the same place,
accompanied by Senator C. B. Hud
speth, of El Paso, and W: D. Parker,
of Kanchos, which is near Las Cruces,
are in the city on business. They
were taken for a trip by State Engineer French this morning and visited
the penitentiary and other places
about the city.
Captain Fred Fornoff goes to Estancia today to attend court at that
place.
Mrs. Frank W. Parker who has been
seriously ill at the St. Vincent Sanitarium, is improving rapidly and her
many friends will be glad to learn of
her early recovery.
M. T. Dunlavy and E. P. navies will
to attend
go to Estancia Monday
court,
.
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$2.00.3 EGGS

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

The early hatched Chick makes

May 14th to June 1st.

the Winter Layer

FRESH

EGGS

FOR
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ATLANTA, GA.

TABLE.

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
CHAS.

A. WHEELON,

Phone 204 J.

315

MATES
INSURANCE
Life, Accident

Fire,

Dates of Sale, May

Palace Ave.

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

EXTENDED

10

RETURN

to

11,1913.

LIMIT

By depositing tickets with joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
For Further Particulars

Call On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

REAL ESTATE

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print'
od at the New Mexican
Printing

City Property, Farms

Company.

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

..Subscribe for the Santa F New
the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-lnof our new State.
Mexican,

e

Surety

FINE CANDIES
MlllllllMIIIIIMtl

GROCERY

CO.

legislature.
Senators Birdsall and Thompson,
administration leaders, and
of the amended senate bill now pending in the upper house, admitted that
they regarded the situation as serious.
Surprise was expressed because no
word has come from .Washington rlinj!uuinnnnjuinu.njinjuuuviuuto

Of

Bonds

All (Kinds,

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print;
ed at the New Mexican Printing

Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAUGHLIN
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BUILDING,

NEWMEXICO

The Modern Oarage
Phones Main 34

aerate h Pads ot all descriptions an
all qualities, 10 pounds for 60 cent
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336 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXJCO.
State. Organized in

The Oldest Bank in the

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Broiison M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wlgh Glddlngs
William P. Brogan

J. PALEN,

R.

1870.

test of a bank's endurance and strength,
determines Its adaptability to changing condl- This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial "disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank la not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenflme

Is the

'Growth
tlons.

Where are you going to spend your vacation? It you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tenuis
piaylng, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley (Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms in mala building.
Yours?

needa.
Credit and Deposit AcCommercial Bills discounted.
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts laaued on
all Countries.
Coupona collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchasrs effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
with a strong, service-givinbank
banking relations
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit. '
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklig
business.
t-day

ft Booklet Free on Request
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

his own way. Jt has been his habit
to tell how he wants thing3 done, and
tl en seeing them done In that way.
SEES IT
The gentlemen who have hereto
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fore been setting the lines have been ol
temperature here yesterday and the
to
accustomed, on the other hand,
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this morning."
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The temperatures in other cities at
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rain or snow in parts of Oregon, Caliproduce which will help to feed the cities of the future. Even now, back era here. Never again can just the but no longer as the Palace. Now it
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east at least, the native slock has almost ceased to count in farming. Already same lntrigues""be carried into effect, is known as the De Vargas, and will fornia, Utah, Colorado, northern Ari- Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
It is an age of publicity, and mere and be managed by W. H. Mendenhali. zona and northern New Mexico. High Regular Means, 25 cents.
the "foreigner" is saving the cities from starvation.
You hear folks say that immigration should stop.
more the power is being taken from The iPalace is one of the old land- barometer with fair weather prevails
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garden for the reception of seeds by poking holes three feet deep Innew
Ruin will certainly follow if impious
high abroad has touched New Mexico as it
using a crowbar for the purpose, then filling the hole partly with a
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has swept over the territory of our hands are laid on the sugar, cotton,
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Notice is hereby given that the folloThis raieht be a solution of the dry farming proposition 'n New Mexico. as to the state flower to be adopted seems to have the whip hand in the
A. D. Bonney, St. Joseph, Mo.
U.
S.
Office
Scientific it surely is, but it looks as if there were danger in it to the by New Mexico. The question has matter, and is using it to redeem the
wing-named
Land
at Santa Fe, N. M.
claimant has filed notice
P. K. Stockbridge, Denver.
of his intention to make final proof U
little carelessness in the handling might render the farmer who never been voted upon and we have no pledge of his party. So strong a presamateur.
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tried it a tenant of the "blue sky" farm Instead of the one he was attempting Mower as many other
support of his claim under Sections 16 Department of the Interior,
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When we come to settle this question Lincoln, and the best wishes of the
Notice Is hereby given that Filo- to improve by Dr. Durham's method.
aud 17 of the act of Marcli 3, 1891
Loyal G. Hood, Seattle, Wrash,
will we ought to select a flower that is dis- country should be with him in Ills
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H. 'L. Belknap, Kansas City.
tinctive.
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open the way to a more successful cultivation of our dry farms. The theory
J. C. Deery, New York.
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The present site is a good one, the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
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minutes before President
President Wilson is reported to have stated that cuts in wood and sugar Wilsonfew
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was due at the capitol to read
of the Interior7u, S. Land
would not hurt those industries, but the men of the west and the men from
,s no reflection on the site, but If a
Notice is hereby given that Hiram Department
Washington, D. C, April 19. SenaOffice at Santa Fe, N. M., March
Louisiana seem to hold different views on the proposition. Harmony on the his tariff message to congress Charley
'
is worth doing, do it well, have tor Owen is arranging a meeting Mon- Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
12, 1913.
tariff question among the Democrats themselves seems to be in danger of an Lewis, the famous lobbyist of the thing convenience.
day of the entire senate banking and March 18th, 1907, made Homestead
Notice is hereby given that Susano
Kquor Interests, strolled into Oscar every
Was Hancock right? Is it a local issue after all?
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eruption.
Our taxes are high enough to have currency committee of which he Is Entry. 04042 To. 10906, for NE
Underwood's office. As hp stood talk
Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M, who. on
o
two of them. If so Inclined, you could chairman as the first step toward Section 2S, Township 11 N., Range 8 Varch 8, 130C, made Homestead
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busy and do it now. Tucumcarl News. form bill to be presented in the senIt is something of a relief to se". a man in public life, in as prominent a posi- smoke.
" 'Better be careful, Oscar, " said
ate with the backing of the committee. to establish claim to the land above N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
tion as a cabinet officer, who does not know it all and does not care to start
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, TT. intention to make five year
Lewis, " 'if teacher catches you smok- INVESTIGATION OF "OLEO"
Proof, to
talking till he has something to talk about.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.4 S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on establish claim to the
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ing he's Jikely to make you stay In
land above de1913.
"
20,
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.
1913.
scribed, before Register and Receiver.
April 12,
That announcement of Postmaster General Burleson that the present after school.'
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Julian
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M ,
All the reports from Washington
Chicago, 111., April 17. "All assistRepublican postmasters will be allowed to serve out their terms, will create
M.
L.
Robertson, J. on the 21st day of April, 1913.
consternation at the pie count ?r. If Wilson keeps on the one term plank in seem to Indicate that Mr. Wilson is ance we need to expedite the federal Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.j who, on Jerry Bennett,
Claimant names as witnesses:
the president and that he intends to grand jury's investigation of the oleo- August 5th, 1909, made Homestead En- H. Cant well, J. H. Slane, all of Stan
the Democratic platform will be carried out, all right.
"
continue in that capacity and to have margarine tax compromise
o
will be try No. 09474, fer Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, ley, N. M
Eulogio Sandoval,
Flliberto MarMANUEL R OTERO,.
tinez, Jose-i- '. Larranaga, Luciano OrIt loons as if the number of diverse views on the tariff question equaled scmething to say about what is going given us by the departments of jus Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
Register. tega, all of Lamy, N. M.
the number of industries. When some speaker announced in a campaign that on. It goes to show that often the tice and the treasury," said James E. E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- man with the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the tariff was, after all, only a question of schedules, he was not so far astray
Wilkerson, U. S. district attorney, Hce of intention to make five year
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. '
voice and the quiet method can when he returned from Washington proof, to establish claim to the land
in his estimates.
Register.
-- 0
above described, before Register and
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
as the mani today.
carry his poh.is as
It will not pay you to waste your
The fact that the Vermont sugar maples were sapless this year will not oi the rugged type, who acts with a
It is understood that Secretary Mc- Receiver, V. S. Land Office at Santa Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
time writing out your legal forms
lessen the maple syrup output any. Brown sugar is going to be free and maple tempestuous vigor.
Adoo will give the department of jus- Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913. " 13, 1913.
Notice ta hereby given that David when yon can get them already printClaimant names as witnesses:
It only exemplifies the old saying tice access to all information In the
extract can still be manufactured.
o
that you cannot tell from the looks treasury department bearing on thej Jose Varela, Marcos Gonzales, of Quintanaof Pojoaque, N. M., who, on ed at the New Mexican Printing com
,
.
There are a great many more people Interested in Ty Cobb's signing with of a frog hew Jar he can Jump.
inquiry which has to do with a com- Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales, March 4, 1913, made Addl Homestead pay.
The members at Washington are promise for $101,000 of a claim due Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
the Detroit club, than in the man who gets appointed to the next big ambasEntry April 28, 1904, No. 017763, for
It will not pay you to waste your
acres of land In Sec. 10, TownMANUEL R. OTERO,"
having a little surprise party given oleomargarine officers of $1,290,000 in
sadorship. ,.
r
.
them In this man Wilson. It may be taxes. The acceptance of this comtime writing out your legal forma
Register. ship 19 N., Range 6 B. ; List
LIna Cavalieri now says, "Americans have no appreciation of art." What's that the long training as schoolmaster promise was one of the last official
Meridian, Act June 11, 1906, Jemei when you get them already printed
the trouble Lina, didn't they like the quality of song you exhibited In this is .showing its effects. President Wil- acts of former Secretary of the TreasNew Mexican Want Ada always Nat Forest, hereby give notice that at the New Mexican Printing
'
son has been accustomed to having ury Mac Veagh.
all persons claiming the land adverse-v brine resul'a. Try
country?
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This Should Keep
The Baby Healthy
is III Don't Become Alarmed,
But Give This Fine Laxative.
It is often difficult to tell Just what
U the matter with a crying, peevish
baby or child too young to express its
foeling in words, but as a general rule
the mother will find that there is a
tendency to constipation, which has
brought on a headache or nervousness. The little one has no pain, but
feels "out of sorts."
The first thing to try is a family
remedy containing good but mild laxative properties, and many mothers
will say that their choice would be
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers keep it in the house
for such emergencies, among whom
nay be mentioned Mrs. Jennie Manuel, Altamont, 111., who began to give
her baby, Frederick, Syrup Pepsin
vhen he was 6 months old, and has
used it ever since with gratifying results. She writes that Frederick was
rot growing well and threw up his
food, but after a few days' use of
Syrup Pepsin he was able to retain
his food and gained rapidly in weight.
Thousands of others are glad to say
tfcat Syrup Pepsin saved them many
an illness and many a large doctor
bill, for by administering it promptly,
when the first symptoms of Illness
were noticed, they prevented a serious

Vhen it

ailment.
It is so

pleasant-tastinthat no
child will refuse it, and it does not
gripe, the child is glad to take it again.
A bottle can be obtained of any druggist for fifty cents or one dollar, the
lrtter being the size bought by fam- -

where tlfi? Hondale road turns to the
railroad a half mile north of Wilken-son'well. Those arriving early are
asked not to start until the sport can
The
be enjoyed by all the nimrods.
first drive will be in the general dire ction of the A. L. Taylor farm.
Lunch will be eaten at noon and
everybody is urged to provide "eats"
lo.
generous quantities as all will, no
after running
doubt, be
hungry
through mesquite during the forenoon.
Turing the noon hour further instruction will be given out for the drives
vhich will be made in the afternoon.
Those who can furnish motor cars
or rigs of any kind for transporting
the drivers to and from the rendezvous are asked to report, at once to
either John Hund of Lee O. Lester.
There is great enthusiasm manifested both by tho farmers and the citizens of Denting and the outlook promises a day of frolic that is unique in

COUNTY

MANUEL.

ONE OF THE FINEST.
News comes to this office that S.
S. Squire of Boaz has at last brought
in one of the best wells in the entire
The well is found on his
community.
claim five miles north of town after
he has drilled a number of "dry wells"
t.n Wb place. We are always glad to
hear of a good well, but especially delighted for one who has worked so
diligently and faithfully in the attempt. Keima Record.

182 Jose Ant. Rivera
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184 Jose Ant. Salazar .
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got on the 195 T. W. Hanna

News-Heral-

self-style- d

.

. .

..

.

.

The officers Immediately

wheels of the wagon, and one wheel
passed over his arm, crushing it badly. However, he continued his journey With the other members of the
party. Bdlen News.
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Sotero Romero
W. N. Ward
G. E. Stacy ,
Benito Lujan
Frank Davis
Fabian Montoya
Simon Vigil
Ralph Kinsell
W. A. Williams
D. H. Dyer
W. H. Higginbotham
Lorenzo Silva
Benigno Romero
Tomas Maestas
Leslie Walker

Jose

244
245
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Dr. Pierce's

Favorite Inscription

sold by druggists for over 40 years, in fluid form,
at $1.00 per pottle, Riving general satisfaction. It can
now be had in tablet form, as modified by R.V. Pierce, M.D.
, So!d by ModSahw Beaters op trial box. 1 ,
mail on rcoe&t of BOo in stamps

M.

ly

Santa Fe

LAST OF GREAT "BIG FOUR" FINANCIERS DYING
FLAGLER, OF STANDARD OIL FAME,
AND MORGAN

IS

FOLLOWING ROGERS,

HARRI-MA-

TO THE GRAVE.

Prank Eckberg

Fisher

Evaristo P. Truijillo
Sostenes Lucero
H. F. Dyer
Concepcion Salazar
P. A. Young
R. H. Miller
Felix Wheeler
F. E. Bradley ...
Felipe Herrera
Girpgorio
Lopez
Ganuto Ortiz
Octaviano . Rodriguez
Manuel Vigil
P. B. True

....

Cottolene is better than butter or lard for frying because it
can be heated about 100 degrees higher without burning or
smoking. This extreme heat instantly cooks the
outer surface, and forms a crust which prevents
the absorption of fat

17-1- 8

7.20
170.70
X35.50
300.00
12.00
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sen
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water.

is more economical than lard; costs
more, , and goes
farther than
either butter or lard.
You are not practicing j Y
'economy if you are not using
Lottolene in your kitchen.
Cottolene

onq-thir- d

Mtdeonhrby

THE N.KJAIRBANK

j ii i f

m

I

ru. lit.

. Chat. R. Easley,
EASLEY & EA3LEY,

Chas, F. Eaelcy,

M.

12.00

Practice

Williams
Greeorio Bustos

meets
regularls
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth-eralways welcome.

3.60 24S

votes for justice of the FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
peace.
on the first Thursday of eacb
meeting
B.
No.
Salazar
Manuel
Precinct
18,
at
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
month
received 92 votes for justice of the
are invited and welbrothers
Visiting
1 eace.
come.
Precinct No. 18, Romulo Dofflemey-e- r
BENITO ALARID, President
received 142 votes for constable.
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Precinct No. 18, Roque Guerrero received 92 votes for constable.
F. W. FARMER
No.
Homestead
Precinct No. 19, Antonio Garcia y
2879, BrotherhArmlgo received 21 votes for justice
of the peace.
ood of American Yoemen.
P'recinct No. 19, Abel Montoya received 5 votes for justice of the peace.
Meets second
and fourth MoPrecinct No. 19, Bernardo Aranda
ndays of
received 21 votes for constable.
month at
Precinct No. 20, Luis Alarid received
Fireman's Hall.
SS votes for justice of the peace.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Precinct No. 20, Abran Garcia reCor. Sec. David Gonzales.
ceived 28 votes for constable.
I 1 1U I 1 I 1 1 1 11 1 I I 1 1 1 I I
H
If
Precinct 21, A. B. Lawell received
Santa Fe Lodge
votes for justice of the peace.
No. 2, Knights
of
Precinct No. 21, E. Williams remeets
Pythias
ceived 4 votes for constable.
every Monday
Precinct No. 22, Cesario Ortiz reevening at 8 o'clock
ceived 12 votes for justice of the
In
Fellows
Odd
peace.
Hall.
Precinct No. 22, Antonio O. y Rivera
All
received 12 votes for constable.
Knights are most
reNo.
Precinct
23, Pablo Trujillo
cordially invited.
ceived 23 votes for justice of the
A. P. HILL, C. C.
peace.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
Precinct No. 23, Quirino Trujillo received 23 votes as constable.
Precinct No. 24, no election.
Whereupon Clerk Ortiz was Instruct
ed to issue certificates of election to
the different parties receiving the
rinjority of votes.
Chairman.
Attest:
Clerk.

4.20!ceived
3.00

60
Feldimon Clokey
5.70
250 Charles Wilton
54.00
251 Pablo Lopez
69.00
252 Epifanio Atencio
The board then proceeded to canvass the election for Justice of the
Feace and Constables with the fol
lowing results:
Precinct No. 1, Biterbo Quintana
and Lorenzo Romero received 52 votes
each for justice of the peace and con-

1249

.60
2.50
.60
4.50
4.30
3.00
stable respectively.
.60
Precinct No. 2, Daniel Romero y
.60
9 votes for jus
2.40 Dominguez received

142

tice of the peace and Feliciano Ro
.60 mero received 9 votes for constable.
Precinct No. 3, Nicoias Sena re.60
141
6.00 ceived 186 against Ramon Trujillo
.60 for justice of the peace, and Felibert
187 votes against
.CO Blea received
Ortga for constable.
8.10
Precinct No. 4, Pedro Alarid re1.20
Du- 34.50 ceived 161 votes against Mauricio
4 gniran lis votes iui juauce ut iiiw peace,
o'nn :BUd for constable Daniel McKenzie 161
.60 cginst Manuel Ortega 148.
Precinct No. 5, no election.
.60
Precinct No. 6, no election.
.60
Procinct No. 7, Jose S. Gonzales for
.60
1.20 justice of the peace and Matias Mon.30 toya for constable.
Precinct No. 8, no election.
.60
Precinct No. 9, Crescenciano Serna
.60
Gon- .60 received 49 votes against Fermin
34 for justice of the peace, and
sales
1.80
J E. Montoya 51 against Flavio Valencia 32 for constable.
Precinct No. 10, no election.
Precinct No. 11, no election.
Precinct No. 12, Joaquin Wheeler
for justice of the peace and Eplmenfo
Romero 17 votes for constable.
TO AILING WOMEN
Precinct No. 13, no election.
Precinct No. 14, Reyes Ortega reNo woman sihould consider herself
ceived 47 votes for justice of the
healthy and well if the kidneys are
peace.
Precinct 14, Nicolas Martinez re- weak.. Poisons that pass off in the
ceived 12 votes for justice of the secretions when the kidneys are well,
are retained in the body when the
peace.
Precinct 14, Maximilaino Montoya kidneys are disordered. If the k'dneys
and bladder become inflamed
and
received 47 votes for constable.
Precinct 14, Victor J. Gallegos re swollen worse troubles may quickly
follow.
This is often the cause of
ceived 12 votes for constables.
pains, lameness, back
Precinct No. 15, Petrolino Lopez re bearing-dowceived 31 votes for justice of the ache, etc. Urio poisoning is also fre
quent cause of headaches, dizzy
peace.
Precinct No. 13, Miguel A. Maestas spells, languor, nervousness and
pain.
received 23 votes for Justice of the
When suffering so, try Doan's Kid
'
peace. ,
Precinct No. 15, Amiceto Maestas ney Pills, a remedy that has provev
effective in thousands of such cases.
received 33 votes for constable.
Precinct No. 15, Gavino Quintana Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her experience.
received 21 votes for constable.
Mrs. Agrlpina D. de Gonzales, 102
Precinct No. 16, Rafael Maestas received 63 votes for justice of the Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
September 1906, I used Doan's Kidney
peace.
Precinct No. 16, Marcos Quintana Pills for backache that had been a
received" 23 votes for justice of the source of much annoyance. In the
morning when I arose,-m- y
back was
peace. Precinct No. 16, Severo Padilla re so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
ceived 61 votes for constable.
Precinct No. 16, Fabian Maes re due to disordered kidneys and I was
finally led to try Doan's Kidney P11I3
ceived 35 votes for constable.
Precinct No. 17, Jose Maria Garcia by the good reports I heard about
m
received 121 votes for justice of the them. The contents of one box of
this remedy drove away all my pains
peace.
Precinct No. 17, A. E. P. Robinson and I am happy to state that my cure
received 119 votes for justice of the has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 80
peace.
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
No.
Precinct
17, Ramon Jimenez re
New York, sole agents for the United
ceived 111 votes for constable.
Precinct No. 17,Manuel Castillo re States.
Remember the name Doan's and
ceived 129 votes for constable.
Precinct No, 18, Dftvid Gonzales re- - take no other.
Eu-teri- o

M. J. McGUINNESS
Atturney-at-Law-

7

n

Foster-Milbur-

e

DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms I, 2 and 3.

Pbone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment

DR. J. M. DIAZ,
Office 202 Water

Phones

Hours, I fo 3 P. M

St.,

J Office, 220 W
Residence, 9 J

Work. Portable Coils to be
used at patient's home.

1

visiting

.

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital Cltr
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

the
the

1

in the Courts

and De(or
Land Department.
Land grauts and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estaa-cia- ,
N. M.

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. 0. F.
SSnnta Fa Lodge

I

247 W. A.

aw.

Attorneys-a- t

Henry
Flagler and Wife, Photographed at Their Palm Beach, Fla.,
3.60
Home Just Before Flagler, Financier, Railroad Magnate and Boss of Folr-ia2.50
Became III. He Is 80 Years Old and Almost Blind.

.CO

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Couneellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

M.

day each month, social meeting third
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Vislt- incr Tiniirhlinrs welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.

'))

12.C0

15.30
3.00

Camp

W. A.
meets second Tues-

rhep-matt-

Fry fish with Cottolene and it will never be greasy,
but crisp and appetizing enough to make your mouth

Fe

Santa
13514,

3M

E. C.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjustra and repaired. New
platetis furnished. Ribbons and su
Santa Fo Lodge of Per- plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
fection No. 1, 14th de- and lented. Standard makes handled
and Ac- All repair work and typewriters guargree. Ancient,
Santa Fe Typewriter Excepted Scottish Rite of anteed. Phone
231 W.
Free Masonry meets on change,
at
month
of
each
the third Monday
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Houses & Ranches
Scottish Rite Rooms,
Cathedral.
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
What Have You to Rent?
List It with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master. 1L Laughlin BIock.
Rooms and houses furnished or unCHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
A select list always
on
furnished.
B. P. O. E.
hand.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
P. 0. E.. Saves You Time and Money.
460, B.
holds its regular
session on the second
and fourth PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Wednesday cf each
month.
ATTORNEYS AT LAVV
VHiting
brothers are invit
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Exalted Ruler,
Capital City Bank Building,
C. H. WILSON,
Rooms
Secretary
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

.CO

.60
.60

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Tv'ewly
furnished.
Hot water heat. Use of
library. Mrs. A. E. V. Robinson Corner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270J.

p. m.

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

6.90
60
7.50

....

I."

CotumanCIery
T . PppnlllT

. W . a, I.,
conclave lourtn Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
1

CO

.

Cottol

Ap-pl- y

restores the health and spirits and removes those
painful symptoms mentioned above. It has been

3.00

Encarnacion Aragon .
F. A. Wiles
Benito R. Ortega ...
Fred Plomteaux
J. B. Sloan
Santiago Quintana .
Jose Ignacio Prezquez
Peter Waldo
Guadaloupe Maes
Gregorio Romero . . .
W. R. Thomas
Not issued.

To-da- y

am

Faculty at Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.
Consultation is free and advice is strictly in
confidence.

60

Lujan
Starkey
Andrew Jackson

O. P.

J

8.80
28.50
1.S0

A.

Pedro Roybal
229 Chas. W. Bennett
230 Wm. O. Lawson
31 Lorenzo Suina
232
2c3
234
235
236
237
238
2?9
240
241

Jt is because of some derangement or disease
distinctly feminine. Write Dr. .R. V. Pierce's

Lodge
Montezuma
No. 1, A F. & A. M
FOR HEXT-Mod- ern
house, and
communiRegular
cation first Monday
FOR RUNT Three furnished rooms
of each month at fcr liKlit
Apply 302
housekeeping.
Hall at Palace avenue.
Masonic
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
FOR RIlN'T A three or six rooto
CHAS. E. LI.NNEY, Secretary.
or unfurnished.
j Louse furnished
to D. S. Lowitzki.
Santa Fe Chapter No
Solicitors Ladies or gents who
1, R. A. M.
Insular
second Rpr-aconvocation
Spanihh etui make good money.
'o experience
needed.
Monday of each mouth
I'urlander,
at Masonic Hall at Capital hotel.
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIfi,
Want to seji or trade your property?
H. P Ask for our free big list. Solthwest
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Leal Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
Secretary.

I

1.20
4.20
1.20

A. M.

2E8

THE RABBIT DRIVE.
John Hund and Lee O. Lester, after
driving over the valley, decided that
it. would be advisable to hold three!
drives in the campaign next Friday to 242
exterminate the rabbits of Mimbres 243

avenue.
Whether premeditated or not, several stray bullets found their way to- valley.
wards the main business section of All those taking part in the drive
the city, one striking J. O. Balrd, clerk aer requested to meet at 9 a. m

. .

Potterton

C. V.

L

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Dragging Down Sensations
Nervous Drains
Tenderness Low Dovu.

.CO

uiree-iiumiei-

.

r

Feel
tf"""??"

.CO

fcr the Santa Fe repair track office jm HermaneJiIdo Martinez
near wnicn ne was siauuniB wueu
p Thomas
struck. The bullet traversed the in - !1g9 M"
Kagel, Jr
j.
,o,n t t
urvemiig space ui over
qmlfh
of a mile and pierced through several Un smon 0l.tiz
thicknesses of clothing, inflicting a 192 J. B. Espinosa
Mr. Baird's 193 B. P.
painful flesh wound in
Pankey .
side.
1 64
Arthur Seligman

track of the marksmnn and lodged
him in the city bastilp.
The offender waB later turned loose
after having his revolver taken from
him and being impressed with a due
THE ONLY PLACE.
W. M. Hartman returned from the appreciation of his boneheaded careFenn State Sunday morning. He was lessness. Raton Range.
the gladdest man in New Mexico to get
FELL OFF THE WAGON.
back here. "Nothing doing back east"
i. v
tin Im Tin tfFoi. fnt Tint
On Tuesday morning, while a numstaying there, just like every other ber of laborers were on their way to
man does who has once become ac- the Solomon Luna sheep ranches for
customed to the sunny, sandy atmos- the lambing and sheering season,
phere of New Mexico. He can find rrancisco Chavez and Jose Valdez,
lots of reasons for wanting to come who were ridine on toD of a waeon
back here, but Jew Mexico is me ,oad of suppijeS( fen to the ground,
only reason that he gives for not both being injured. Chavez's injuries
wanting to stay there. Gallup Inde were quite serious. It seems that hi
pendent.
falling his head struck the hard road,
causing a fracture of the skull. He
COUNTY OFFICERS RETAIN FEES. was carried into a nearby house and
The county commissioners have had a physician called On Wednesday a
B very Knoiiy prouiem
neiuro tucui consultation of physicians was held,
this week to provide some way of com- When It was decided to take the inpensation for county officers in the jured man to the hospital at Albuabsence of any law providing for their querque. Dr. Wilkinson accompanied
payment. They finally decided to al- him thither, where an operation was
The frontal bone was
low them to retain their fees and performed.
commissions as under the territorial crushed in, in such a manner that the
1; ws, final settlement lo be made on parietal bone overlapped
the former.
the basis of salary laws hereafter en- After raising the frontal bone to its
acted. This is probably as good a position a blood clot was found on the
way out of the difficulty as could be brain. This was relieved, but the padevised. It certainly is fair that the tient is etill in a precarious condiofficers should have'Bome pay.
tion.
Valdez fell in front 67 one of the
BONEHEAD SHOOTING.
One Tito Juan, a
"globetrotter," who was negotiating the trip
afoot over the scenic highway from
Trinidad, got himself into serious trouble last Wednesday noau while indulging In target practice with a 38 calibre
revolver on the point of the scenic
highway above the west end of Cook

-

VfQMZN QHl yBsamAaaraaaasBra

This Way?

Deming Oaphic.

COMMISSIONERS' PROCEEDINGS.
iiies already familiar with its merits.
Meeting.
Adjourned
Results are always guaranteed or
Santa Fe, N. M., April 17. Tho
money will be refunded.
board met as per adjournment with
Syrup Pepsin is for all the family all members present; Jose Ortiz y
ftom infancy to old age, and because Tino,
Commissioners
chairman;
of its mildness families fchould prefer George M. Kinsell and Esquipula
it over all other remedies. It is abso Giron, M. A. Ortiz and C. C. Closson
lutely safe and reliable. You will never were in attendance, as was clerk and
again give cathartics, pills, salts or sheriff respectively.
such harsh physics, for they are usaal-lOn motion of Commissioner Kinsell
unnecessary, and In the case of jk
l
l.A....4..
!...a ...lu
women
and
people
elderly
children,
...T
a
claims
were
ordered
at
.
pro rata
paid
.i.
me
anu.
j
to
snocK
a great
sysiem,
of 30 per cent.
hence should be avoided.
No. To Whom Issued. Amt.
Warrant
has
If no member of your family
$ 50.40
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would 172 Arthur Seligman
172.20
hike to make a personal trial of it be- - 173 Arthur Seligman
Gr.fi.20
fore buying it in the regular way of 174 James L. Seligman
A. Hughes
22.80
- iHo Levy
a
send
address
pos
a druggist,
your
5.40
tal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417 17G Roy Green
1.30
177 Antonio Ortiz y Martinez ..
Washington St., Monticello, 111., and a
1.20
free sample bottle will bo mailed you. 17S Joe S. Bello
CO
179 Louis Martinez
13.50
ISO E. S. Barker
1.20
1S1 Enrique Varela
FREDERICK

I9 DoYoni
HHMM
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C. C.

GUNTER, M. D.,

PHYSICAN

and

SIRGEON,

Laughlin Bldg. Calls
promply attended day or night.

Rooms

18-1-

9

HOUBS:
OFFICE
to 8
to
a. m.,
m.,
2

9 fo If

7

k p.

p. m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Santa Fe, N. M March

Land Office at
12, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Aranda, of San Pedro, N. M., who, on
August 9, 1912, made Homestead apNE
plication No. 016994, for S
KW
Section 21,
Sec. 23, S
Township 12 N., Range 6 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has iiled notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above aescrioea,
at
U. Comr.,
H. C. Kinsell,
Stanley, N. M., on April 21, IMS.
as witnessea:
names
Claimant
Roberto Armijo, Nicolas Montoya,
Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all or
4

2

oe-fo-

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Elfective January

1st, 1913.

Golden,

N.

M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.

Register.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
No. 3

carries passengers

to

ON
TO

Albu-

querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovle and Pecoa Val,
ley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
"

EJ2IDALLAS
Mystic Shriners
May

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.

15, 1913

$33.60

Dates of Sale, May 6th to 9th
Return Limit, May 25th, 1913.
SANTA FE ALL THE

WAY.

on

For further particulars call
or address

H.

S. LUTZ,

n

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

to

Round Trip From Santa Fe

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

12

Aft., Santa Fe, N.M.
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APPOINTMENT
OFFICIAL
NEWS.
F. ANDREWS
MEETS WITH
Grocery, Bakery and Market,

GENERAL
COURT MARTIAL
Under General Orders No. 8 a gen-,tl
is appointed to
eral
meet at Santa Pe, at four o'clock, p.
m., on April 24, ltilii, or as soon there- after as practicable, for the trial of
such persons as may be properly
brought before it.
The rlntail fnr the mm if. n fni.
lows: Col. James A. Massie, Medical
Corps; Col. Edmund C. Abbott, ('apt,
Carlos Vierra, 1st Lieut. James Baca,
1st Lieut. John Collier, 2nd Lieut.
James H. McHughes, 2nd Lieut. Geo.
W. Armijo, all of 1st Infantry; Capt.
Normal L. King, 1st infantry,

jSioners by the act of 19U5. After a
road lia'3 been established by the conn- commissioners and declared to be
a public road, then it seems clear, by
:
FOR A LIMITED TIME
inaction S of the net of 1912, that work
cr. that road should be done by the
.
.
.
.
.
Banquet Tomatoes, per can,
$.10
county road board and, under section'
1.20
7, the expenditure
of all funds for
perdoien
GENERALLY PLEASED
jsi-e2.35
a road are to be under the su- DEMOCRATS
per case
and direction of the county
WITH SELECTION
Banquets are the standard No. 2l2' a regular 2'jor 25c
OF DELGADO
Dad board.
seller. Our price 10c per can.
LAND-CFOR
REGISTER
THE
OF
Ycu speak of there being a number
ol: roads in the county which have
FOR THE PLACE.
r.ever been declared public roads, but
if they have been actually used by
the public for as much as ten years
The appointment by President Wilhere would be 110 need of condemn- son of Francisco Delgado as
register
ing the land or paying anything for of the land office for the Santa Fe
as
of
statute
limitations
the
would
i',
district has given almost universal
A greater number of officers cannot be assembled without manifest in- operate to prevent the owner ncAv satisfaction among the Democrats.
Prob-rblclaim
for
Piaking
compensation.
Those who were opposed to his apjury to the service.
in most cases, even if the use
pointment take the matter good
The journeys required in complying has been less than ten
the
and do not care to be quoted
with this order are necessary in the owners of the land would years,
be willing
their views. Most of the
regarding.
service.
military
ic give their consent to the use of
leading Democrats, however, favored
By command of the acting governor. their land for the roads. With regard
the appointment and are pleased over
. A. S. Brookes, Adjutant General.
to any proceeding as to such roads,
it.
SUS-- t ia view of the
APPOINTMENT
VEEDER'S
debroad, although ill
Sole Ag&nU For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
James Seligman said that Mr. Delfined powers given the county roads
TAIN ED.
boards
8 above referred to, gado had the support of many Demoin
section
W.
D.
The appointment of John
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
it would be well, wherever harmony crats who have been active in the
Veeder, as 'member of the board of
and
can be had, for the party for years and was also backed
regents is sustained in the following
national committeeby A. A.
The only exclusive
Fe
house in
letter written by Frank W. Clancy, at- ccunly commissioners and the county man, and Jones,
by Congressman Fergusson.
road board to act together.
torney general:
Mr. Mayes said that the appointment
Yours truly,
April 15th, 1913.
was a most fitting one as Mr. DelgaFRANK
W.
CLANCY,
M. W. Browne, Secretary,
do had already had lots of experience
Phone Black
Pbone Black
General.
Attorney
Board of Regents, New Mexico Nor- PURITY
CONGRESS DELEGATES. in land matters, having been clerk of
mal University, East Las Vegas.
Governor McDonald yesterday ap- the private land court and having
Dear Sir Your letter of the 12th
pointed the following persons as dele- rendered valuable service to a multi
in
inst., was received on Sunday,
to the seventh international pur- tude of poor people in straightening
gates
which you ask me whether John D.
to be held at Minneapo out their affairs.
ity
congress,
W. Veeder is a member of your board
Mr. Delgado was born in Santa Fe
lis, Minnesota, on November 7: A. T.
of
the
and
MADE-TO-MEASUregents at
present time,
Evans, Elida; W. M. McCoy,
7, 1857; being the son of
; November
recalling to my mind that he was apMrs. J. Y. Mayes, Santa Fe; Fernando Delgado and Mrs. Trinidad
pointed by the governor as successor Mrs. W. J. Flugate, Las
Vegas; H. D. C. de Baca, and was educated in St.
to P. H. Pierce, whose term had al- Nichols, Tucumcari.
Michael's College, in this city. After
in
that
1912,
ready expired,
February,
of
his studies he was engag- ADDITION
concluding
TO
STATE
LIBRARY
to
the
appointment being submitted
eQ for several years as bookkeeper
A valuable addition to the state
senate at the first session of the state
has been made in the purchase bY various mercantile establishments
legislature and then rejected. You brary
coniHi li.--i v&'from J. W. Maves of some 400 volumes in nis nome clt'- IIe served as sec- f
no
other
further
that
say
appointment.
:'.
and first deputy sheriff under
was made until the second session of which will complete the state's rec- retary
by
ords of English common law and Sheriffs Romulo Martinez and Fran44
name
when
the
state
the
legislature,
in
ready-mad- e"
cisco Chaves, during their terhis of
of E. D. Tittman was sent to the sen-- j chancery proceedings.
office as sheriffs of the county of
GO
MAY
WILLIAMS
TO WASHINGate by the governor and was rejected,
Santa Fe. He was the official sten- TON.
it
had
While
entirely escaped ray
tailorof the first judicial district
ographer
H.
I
chairman
of
the court of the
received your letter,
Hugh
Williams,
memory, until
territory in
one of
commission may go to Mr.
I find than on April 27, 1912, I wrote corporation
Delgado also served as private
you a letter on tins same subject ana Washington with Sam Cowan, the secretary of Governor Thornton durafter some further examination I do counsel who has been retained by the ing his whole administration and was
riot find any reason to change the commission to take up rate matters the translator and
stenographer in
opinion expressed in that letter, nor with the interstate commission. His the office of the surveyor general durCO.
inmission
be
will
I
that of trying to
do
believe that anything which has
ing the administration of General
happened since has, in any way, duce one of the commissioners of the CharleB F. Easley. He was a memnational body to come to New Mexico ber of the first
changed the situation.
city council of Santa
The view which I then took was and hear evidence, and become ac- Fe, and for seven years was stenograquainted,
by
personal
observation, pher of United States
is
that Mr. Veeder was properly apfrom
Attorney Matt.
with the condition of affairs of ship- G.
pointed under section 5 of article XX
Reynolds, of court of private land
see
in
this state before that body claims.
of the constitution, which provides for pers
us
the filling of vacancies which occur meets in June. It is generally the
All the members of the court, at the
while the senate is not in session in custom of the interstate commission final adjournment, June 15, 1904, senti
;
to
send
an
examiner
to
look
merely
a letter to Mr. Delgado, signed by all
any office the incumbent of which is
over matters. The situation here in the
appointed by the governor, by and
judges composing the same and
is
considered
vital
with the advice and consent of the New Mexico,
including also the United States atto
to enough by the. state commission
senate, authorizing the governor
torney, and among other things was
'Williams going to the the
"appoint some qualified person to fill warrant Mr.'
following: "You are particularly
national
seat
of
and
the
government
the same until the next session of the
endowed by education, energy and inCATRON BLOCK,
the
matter
before
national
the
laying
senate."
tegrity to fill positions of trust and
Section 2 of the same article of the body. He will also be accompanied responsibility under the government
constitution provides, "every officer, by B. F. Seggerson, the rate clerk of of the United States."
unless removed, shall hold his office the corporation commission, who has
ma hp iii'i
Mr. Delgado is a sterling citizen
until his successor is duly qualified," so ably prepared the extensive brief and has a host of friends in this city
Mr.
was
case.
in
Williams
the
disapI understand Miat Mr. Pierce's term
and state, regardless of party or poof office expired February 22, 1912, pointed that there was not a larger litical affiliations.
and that he died two days later, turnout at the Albuquerque meeting.
in that city before the
whereupon the governor appointed Mr. In his speech
Veeder to fill the vacancy caused by chamber of commerce Sam Cowan
The following set of knives will be given free on all
Mr. Pierce's death, it being clear that asSed them plainly what was the matyearly paid in advance subscriptions received previous
to July 1, 1913.
Mr. Pierce, under the section last ter with the business men of Albuwere
IN TELEPHONING
quoted, would hold his office until his querque, and whether they
afraid to enter into this contest with
THINK OF
The New Mexican, if your business
successor should be duly qualified.
He assured them that 13 about advertisinn, subscriptions or
of the senate the the railroads.
Carving Knife (Retail value)
During
$ 73
not lose the railroad shops job work, please call up "286." If
Bread Knife( Retail value)
only power to appoint to such an office they would
... . 50
is with the governor, but he cannot by so doing, and that Albuquerque you wish to speak to the editor or give
Paring Knife (Retai; value)
.25
exercise that power unless there is a was sure to be a big shipping point. any news, please phone "31."
CASC
vacancy in the office, and the action STATE APPEALS FIREMEN'S
$1.50
Sassafras Bark at Zook's Pharmacy.
case
in
to
confirm
state
The
(he
in
has
of
senate
the
appeals!
refusing
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Attention Ladies-- If
you want to
25c per month or $3,00 per year.
Mr. Veeder as the successor of Mr. of Thomas Delgado agair.Ft the state
call' at Adolf Seligman's
Rural Route edition only $2.00 per year.
Pierce, or Mr. Tittman as the succes- auditor to compel him to pay amounts be
sor of Mr. Veeder, cannot operate to claimed to be appropriated for voMn- - and secure some of the new assort- Write for free sanple copy or send subscription
price
the govern- teer firemen in the var'uu; towns of ment of collars. See new ad. today.
and paper will be started at once.
create any vacancy
Found Today A gold filigree and
or can lawfully fill. It may be said the state. The appeal is made from
that, under such circumstances as ex Judge Abbott's decision ti the su turquoise brooch; Owner can have
Il,e
ist in this case, this holding makes it preme court. It was a test case same by identifying same and paying
possible for the governor to continue brought by Thomas Delg.'u;.), as treaK- for this advertisement.
FOR RENT Six room house, bath,
of the Santa Fe fir.i dopartment
in office a person who may be objec-;iire- r
electric light and range,
block from
tionable to the senate which has a for the recovery of $1,2 JJ due the
under the act parsed by the capitol. O. C. Watson & Co.
in making the appointment
LOST Between the New Mexican
of legislature of 1909, and in.-- ve l the
a
SUFFRAGETTES CLIMB
into the monument
until reinforce- fective, andof involvessenate.disregard
If there payment of some $16,0'li) to the va office and the postotfice a leather
the
the rights
LONDON TOWER TO
ments arrived.
it Irious volunteer organization3 fhrougl'-woulfolding letter case containing some
were anything in this objection,
HURL LITERATURE.
GOVERNMENT ENRAGED.
be equally applicable to a case kut the Etate that are organized for letters and $15 in bills. Finder reIt is stated on
apparently good au- where the governor might submit to protection against fire. The case is turn to New Mexican office and re
Unique Advertising Method Startles thority that the government has at
the senate the name of a person for! based on a technical point. In 1912 ceive reward.
Police Who Have To Employ
a length determined on drastic
Coffee In Four Minutes That is
repres appointment to an office already filled jtl:e legislature passed' an act trans-hLocksmith To Open the Doors.
sion or ine militant suffragettes. The
someone equally objectionable to ferring insurance monies to the sal the demonstration H. C. Yontz the
Women's Social and Political Union, the governor, who is primarily the ap- - ary fund and the state auditor con- jeweler is going to give all flay to
tended that he had no authority tc morrow in his store window on San
London, April IS Two enterprising their central organization, it is said,
pointing power, and the senate, by;
suffragettes this morning took pos- to be declared an illegal body; the refusing to confirm, could continue in use mouey from that fund to pay Francisco street. He will ran a persession of "the monument" which headquarters are to be closed and the office that objectionable person in dis- - the volunteer firemen. Judge Abbott colator by electricity and make the
stands near the northern approach to funds are to be attacked.
regard of the rights of the governor, jailed that the auditor had such right water "pump" in four- minutes. See
Ijondon bridge and commemorates the
ARSON SQUADS BURN.
The constitution clearly intends that and ordered the payment risked by Mr. Yontz's change- at ad in today's
Aberdeen Scotland, April 18. Suf- such things as are here supposed, Delgado. The attorney, on behalf of New Mexican.
great fire which destroyed the city o?
London in 1CCG.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
fragettes "arson squads" almost suc niieht haDDen. and that to make a the state, now appeals the case to the
The finest rooms in tht! city, having
Ascending to the topmost balcony, ceeded in burning down the railway ohantre in the incumbent of an office, supreme court.
electric lisht. steam heat and haths.
they displayed two flags and an im- station here last night. A canister of there must concur action Dy tne gov- D. & R.
loG. OFFICIALS
The European Hotel,
centrally
mense banner in the suffragette col- buiiyunu?!-- , onsoaKea
rags ana a ernor and by the senate.
WON'T GRANT INCREASE. cated.
State Progressive HeadquarYours very truly,
ors, on each of which was written in burning candle, the customary weap
ters in the hotel.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
white letters on a black background: ons of the "squads'' were discovered
Meet this evening Santa Fe Lodge
18.
General.
Officials
on
Denver,
Coio.,
the
April
Attorney
or
Death."
the
of
timely appearance
"Victory
patrol
COUNTY ROADS, ETC. of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad of Perfection, A. S. S. R., will hold a
now guarding the station.
REGARDING
Having securely fastened the flags
The following letter from Attorney sent notice today to the representa-- special meeting in the cathedral this
to the railings surrounding the balGeneral Clancy will be of interest and lives oi me ainea snop crans mat me evening at 8 o'clock, for the purpose
APPEAL TO FORESTER.
cony, the women had locked themserve as a guide in similar cases to new wage contracts submitted by the of conferring the ninth and tenth deselves inside the tower, preventing the
Ogden, Utah, April 18. Forester county road boards throughout New employes will not be
signed. The pro- gree in full form. All members of
the winding Homer E. Fenn, of the grazing de- Mexico :
police from ascending
involve in- the rite are cordially invited to be
posed
wage
agreements
staircase of 345 steps leading to the partment of
service, receivApril 16, 1913.
creases
of pay ranging from 7 to 13 present.
top. They took up their positions on ed a message from Washington advis- Mr.
Even if you have to do up your hair
Eugene Kempenich,
per cent. The various unions repreabalcony and showered suffrage lit- ing him that herds of cattle and sheep
Chairman Board of County Commis- sented at the recent conferences wt'Ji several times a day, it will be a pleasin
erature among the crowds which gathCalifornia are in distress because
sioners,
the road, held meetings last night and ure when you have a good flexible rubered below. For a long time the traffic of the poor condition of the ranges
Peralta, N. M.
instructed
their committee to renew ber comb. Get it at Zook's.
was suspended in one of the busiest there and asking whether he has
Death of Thos. Herlow-j-telegrp-pDear Sir I think it would be prefer the demand that the railroad sign the
room for more stock than is allotted able if we could hold that the power
districts of London..
to friends in this city from Mrs.' Tho3.
new
schedules.
to
the
of
forests
the
fourth
A. Herlow announces the death of her
district, conferred upon the board of county
The suffragettes maintained their
Nevada, Idaho and Utah.
husband last Tuesday morning, at El- commissioners by chapter 124 of the CHAMP CLARK AND BRYAN
position on he monument for more including
This
morning Mr. Fenn telegraphed laws of 1905, with regard to the esthan aa-- ' heur. While they were "hold- the
DINE AT SAME TABLE. cajon, California, after a two"weeks"
district forester at San Francisco tablishment of roads and the con
illness. Mr. Herlow was agent for an
ing the fort' a heavy missile thrown that there is room in
the forest ranges demnation of land when any is taken- express company here for a number
from the top of the monument narrow- of
the fourth district for 1,100 cattle, from
Washington, D. C, April 18. Much of years and later a bookkeeper for
owners against their will,
private
ly missed injuring a number of spec- to be
placed on the Ruby, Nevada, was now vested in the county road interest was manifest in political cir- L. A. Hughes, and he ahd his family
tators.
forest, and E00 on the Minidoka, Ida- beard, as it is likely to .lead to con- cles over the fact that Speaker Champ are well known to Santa Fe people.
The pouice eventually had to requi- ho, forest.
fusion and difficulty to have powers Clark and .Secretary Bryan met at a They moved to California about two
sition the service of a locksmith who The cattle for the Ruby forest will as
to road matters divided between private luncheon today, given by a years ago on account of Mr. Herlow's
forced the door at the bottom of the be shipped to Deeth and for the Mini- two
different boards, but I am unable lecal newspaper editor. The only health.
.
shaft. When the police appeared in doka forest to Kelton, Utah, from to find
Vice-PreIn a short interview with Sen. Hud
anything in the language of other guests present were
the street, escorting the women who which points they will be driven to the
dent
Senatorsand
Kern
Marshall,
chapter 54 of the laws of 1912, by
speth of Texas, who is in the city, he
had defied them so long, the spectators the ranges.' Mr. Fenn advised
the which the county boards were cre- O'Gorman, Dudly Field Malone, the said, that the people of that state had
become so threatening ia their atti- - California forester that there is not ated, to
justify the belief that the new third assistant secretary of state and brought about a great change In the
tude that the constables were com room for .more sheep than are now boards can exercise any power or au- Joseph P. Tumulty, secretary to Pres. penal
system of the Lone Star State,
pelled to take their prisoners bactf grazing in the district
thority vested in the county commia- ident Wilson.
eliminating graft and brutality, Texas
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Tne musical mentioned in the New
Mexican last night to be given by the
high school scholars will begin at
8 o'clock.
The program already published insures an evening's entertain'
ment of unusual enjoyment.
Teofila Rodriguez, wife of Narciso
Rodriguez, died last Wednesday at her

45
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.
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has two penitentiaries, similar to ths
custom of many other states, but she
has also' many convict firms, and
the improvements that have been and
Which Has a Most Complete
are to be made in the management
Assortment of
and use of convicts in that state nas
IN.
lead the senator to be interested in CORRECT MILLINERY, STAMPED
what other states are doing. He vU- - EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COL- lted the penitentiary here tills awniORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
ng and will remain in the city for a
day or two.
Our Benzoine, Witch Hazel and Al-- I
mond Cream, try it. It relieves soreness, redness and roughness, makes
SDUTHEASTCORNER PLAZA.
tne skin soft and smooth. Zoom's.
Elks' Dance Tonight The big dance
given under the auspices of the local home south of this city. The funeral
lodge of Elks tonight at the club house services were held this morning from
promises to surpasB anything ever at- Guadalupe church and' the remr.i'js
tempted by that popular club. The buried in that cemetery. Her husentertainment committee have com band and four children survive her.
pleted final arrangements and those
Spirits Will Walk It is rumored
who are lucky enough to have invita that
a spiritual seance will be held
tions may look forward to an even somewhere
in the center of the city
ing of real pleasure. If you have not some night the coming week. As
teen invited see one of your friends
themspirits have not manifested
who is an Elk and he will furnish selves
to any great extent in Santa
you with the open sesame to join in Fe during the life of this old
city, es
the fun. Special music has been prothe spirits of dead, it will be
cured and the luncheon being pre- apecially
matter of interest to see or hear
pared will satisfy the most exacting. the ghost walk in this particular inTonight (Friday) Elks' home, "at 8 stance,
tjj

Are Your Trees

Strong and Healthy?
"RED APPLE PAINT
will make them so.

April and May are the months for
painting your fruit trees for
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It was The Palace Hotel,
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THE DE VARGAS

ED.V. PRICE &

lis

different
other
makes. Stop and
for several other

reasons.

C. W. McCLINTOCK,
HBamrr

FREE TO

ST. LOUIS TIMES READERS

LOCAL ITEMS.

W. Q. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MEN DEN HALL, Business Martager,
Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style ancf
newly furnished throughout also freshly painted and
papered. Many private baths and all the comforts of a first-clahotel.
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Order your Bedding Plants now for deliv- ery Next Month.
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Time Pieces That Are
.
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HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
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UTENSILS?

;

Aluminum Cooklna Utensils sneak for
prove their worth if given a fair trial.
are stamped from THICK, hard, sheet aluminum
and are made without seam or solder.
ALUMINUM
They can not
rust, do not contain and can not form wtth fruit or
vegetable acids any poisonous compound food may
stand in a "WEAR-EVER- "
utensil without Injury, the
TRADEMARK same as In a glass or china dish. Thev are solid metal.
uninjured by sudden changes of temperature. They can not crack or
scale. They are practica'iy indestructible.
Progressive housewives are now studying aa never before household economy seeking to know which foods are pure and how
they
may be made moat healthful, which utenslle are safe and how the
most satisfactory service may be secured from them, and what articles
give most value for money expended.
WEAR-EVE- R

"WEAR-EVER-

on

of insects.

Try Rhoads' Patent Tree Paint.
and Guaranteed by
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